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SALE LOCATION
The sale will be held at: Springfield Livestock Marketing Center
6821 W Independence Dr., Springfield, MO 65802

ACCOMODATIONS
The Headquarter hotel for the sale will be: Double Tree by Hilton
2431 N Glenstone Ave, - Springfield, Missouri 65803
417-831-3131

TRANSPORTATION
The Springfield-Branson national airport is located within 17 minutes from the sale site. The Kansas City International Airport is located 3 hours from the sale site. Both airports are serviced by most major airlines.

HERD HEALTH
• All cattle are up to date on vaccines and general herd health.
• Any tests and/or health paper expenses needed for transportation will be the buyer’s responsibility. The seller will assist the buyer in arranging this process with their veterinarian of choice.

GENETIC CONDITIONS
• All cattle and/or genetics selling in this sale are free of any and all known genetic conditions unless otherwise stated within each individual lot’s footnotes within this catalog. The % listed in this catalog is probability within the pedigree – if tested free, results will be available on the supplement sheet.

TERM & CONDITIONS
• All sales are final and must be paid before shipment can be made. Absentee buyers & internet buyer payments can be wired to the sale management’s custodial account before cattle are released to the buyer.
• Semen/embryos will be released to the buyer once payment has been made. Shipping arrangements and costs for semen & embryos are the buyer’s responsibility. Semen and Embryos sells per unit/embryo times the number within the package.
• Conception rate of all embryos is not guaranteed unless individual sellers determine so – this information will be found within each individual lot’s footnotes within this catalog.
• Shipping expenses of any and all live animals will be the buyer’s responsibility - seller and buyer will work together to establish all shipping arrangements. All lots become the buyer’s risk once purchased. After purchase, all costs are the buyer’s responsibility. The recommended hauler for live lots is Lathrop Trucking: 847-426-5009
• All costs for exporting lots are the buyer’s responsibility and expense
• All pick/choice lots of live animals will be between the buyer and consignor; this includes the date to make a decision, all shipping arrangements and transfer fees/processing.
• Any errors, updates, or changes in information contained in this catalog will be announced from the auction block and included in a supplement sheet on sale day. Announcements from the block take precedence over the catalog and any prior released information.
• Sale management is not responsible for any embryo, conception and/or pregnancy guarantees. Any discrepancies are between the buyer and the seller.

LIVESTOCK MORTALITY INSURANCE
• Mortality insurance on your purchases can be obtained from the Sale Management through American Livestock Insurance Co. at time of settlement.

LIABILITY
• All persons attending the sale and related functions do so at their own risk. James Danekas & Associates, Inc., its employees, all sale representatives and sale consignors assume no liability, legal or otherwise, for any accidents, damages, or injuries that may occur.

INTERNET/ABSENTEE BIDDING
Real-time bidding for the “Pasion for Prime” sale is available via the internet through www.liveauctions.tv Live audio and live video will allow registered buyers to bid on the animals just as they were present the sale day. A buyer account must be created prior to the sale. Please visit http://www.liveauctions.tv to create an account and request a bidder number. Instructions are available to walk you through the account set up process. If you cannot attend the sale because of weather, distance or business conflicts, please use LiveAuctions.tv. Buyers who would like to bid via internet must register with LiveAuctions.tv prior to the start of the sale. If you have questions, e-mail: Brad@LiveAuctions.tv or call 816-392-9241.
Dear Wagyu Breeders & Enthusiasts,

It is with great honor to present this offering of Wagyu genetics! Not only is the Wagyu breed growing within the beef industry, it is making waves in our mainstream society as people try the product and are recognizing the added value and quality that it has. As we see this demand grow, the breeding stock must as well in order to meet the needs of the market. We are seeing Wagyu popping up all over the country, whether they are entirely new to the cattle industry or converts from another breed; the breed is expanding.

This offering includes some of the best of the breed and many from programs that have been involved since the birth of Wagyu in the U.S. With this, you can rest assured that you will be adding top quality Wagyu genetics to your program or if you are just starting out, you will have some of the best building blocks to base your herd from. From herdsire prospects, replacements heifers, donors, embryos and semen; you’ll get your pick of sought after Wagyu genetics, some of which are original lineage of the breed. This is an opportunity to take advantage of especially at a time of which the Wagyu breed is excelling in popularity amongst the entire beef industry.

Thank you for your interest in the Passion for Prime offering. If you have any questions or need any assistance regarding this sale, me and my entire staff will be more than happy to assist you.

Sincerely,
Mercedes Danekas-Lohse
James Danekas & Associates Inc.
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Dear Wagyu Breeders & Enthusiasts,

It is with great honor to present this offering of Wagyu genetics! Not only is the Wagyu breed growing within the beef industry, it is making waves in our mainstream society as people try the product and are recognizing the added value and quality that it has. As we see this demand grow, the breeding stock must as well in order to meet the needs of the market. We are seeing Wagyu popping up all over the country, whether they are entirely new to the cattle industry or converts from another breed; the breed is expanding.

This offering includes some of the best of the breed and many from programs that have been involved since the birth of Wagyu in the U.S. With this, you can rest assured that you will be adding top quality Wagyu genetics to your program or if you are just starting out, you will have some of the best building blocks to base your herd from. From herdsire prospects, replacements heifers, donors, embryos and semen; you’ll get your pick of sought after Wagyu genetics, some of which are original lineage of the breed. This is an opportunity to take advantage of especially at a time of which the Wagyu breed is excelling in popularity amongst the entire beef industry.

Thank you for your interest in the Passion for Prime offering. If you have any questions or need any assistance regarding this sale, me and my entire staff will be more than happy to assist you.

Sincerely,
Mercedes Danekas-Lohse
James Danekas & Associates Inc.

I WILL BE AT THE SALE SITE STARTING ON JUNE 7TH PLEASE CONTACT ME IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS.
(916)837-1432 OR (916)849-2725

VIDEOS OF SOME OF THE OFFERING WILL BE AVAILABLE PRIOR TO SALE DAY AT WWW.LIVEAUCTIONS.TV
FRIDAY NIGHT SPEAKERS

Tami Tibben - Imperial Wagyu Beef - launching a meat company
Aaron Cooper - 33 Ventures - Red Wagyu 101
George Owen - American Wagyu Association - digital beef
Mike Kerby - Wagyu Exchange - marketing your Wagyu

WINE TASTING

sponsored by

join us for a wonderful Wagyu dinner and drinks
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SALE ORDER

• Sale order will be determined by the sales management and will be made public on sale day.
• The lot order within this catalog follows alphabetical order by each consignor and then by age of each animal where applied - this applies within each category within this catalog and will follow the following order: females, bulls, pregnancies, embryos & Semen.
DONATION PACKAGE

all proceeds will go to

BACKPACKS OF LOVE

BMR ITOMICHI XL

A

FB19758  DOB: 09/14/2013  TATT: 9006
OWNED BY: BUCK MOUNTAIN RANCH Warsaw MO

- *BR ITOMICHI 0602*
- *BR ITOMICHI/0602 4632*
- *BR MS KITATERU-9680 2611*
- *CHR SHIGESHIETANI  5*
- *CHR MS SHIHIGESHIETANI-02*
- *CHR MS KIMIFUKU 452*

- Fullblood
- Color: 100% Black
- 12 Straws
- Shipping is the buyer’s responsibility - Located at Genex Strafford, MO
- “Kuma” is a son of WSU Akiyoshi who has high marbling characteristics being a grandson of JVP Fukutsuru 068. Also Kuma’s grandsire on the dam side is Takazakura. The strong Tajima influence will give improved marbling to any commercial operation or you may want to grab some of these genetics as most the Akiyoshi genetics are making meat for Belcampo Farms. “Kuma” was tested free of recessives by Tera Eerkes at Igenix.

**EXON SCD TEND BW YW RE IMF**

<p>| | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BB</td>
<td>AA</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>764</td>
<td>10.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BMR RED GALAXY XL 7

B

FB19269  DOB: 04/28/2014  TATT: 7
OWNED BY: BUCK MOUNTAIN RANCH Warsaw MO

- *KALANGA RED STAR*
- *VVR ROA RED GALAXY*
- *UKR MS SHIGEMARU 803*
- *CHR SHIGESHIETANI  5*
- *CHR MS SHIHIGESHIETANI-01*
- *CHR MS KITAGUNI 406*

- Fullblood
- Color: 50% Black - 50% Red
- 12 Straws
- Shipping is the buyer’s responsibility - Located at Genex Strafford, MO
- “Kuma” is a son of WSU Akiyoshi who has high marbling characteristics being a grandson of JVP Fukutsuru 068. Also Kuma’s grandsire on the dam side is Takazakura. The strong Tajima influence will give improved marbling to any commercial operation or you may want to grab some of these genetics as most the Akiyoshi genetics are making meat for Belcampo Farms. “Kuma” was tested free of recessives by Tera Eerkes at Igenix.

**EXON SCD TEND BW YW RE IMF**

<p>| | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td>AA</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>648</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LOT INCLUDES:

- 12 STRAWS OF SEMEN FROM EACH BULL (A & B)
- ONE YEAR MEMBERSHIP TO THE WAGYU EXCHANGE

3 FOR SALE/TRADE ADS ON THE WAGYU EXCHANGE

a total value of over $1500 USD

For Video of Bulls, visit:
www.wagyuexchange.com

Donated By:

Backpacks of Love for foster children going to new homes or aging out of foster care. 100% of this donation lot will go to fill the backpacks with personal items, clothing, toothbrushes etc. many times these children enter foster care with only the clothes on their backs. We can make a difference in these children’s lives by letting them know someone is thinking about them.
**Females**

**BLF MS HENSHIN I**

- **FB24639**  
  DOB: 04/18/2016  
  TATE: BLF01D  
  COW  
  OWNED BY: BIG LIFE FARM WINSLOW AR  
  - Fullblood  
  - Color: 100% Red  
  - Sells Open  
  - SCD AA Tenderness 3  
  - The Sire Henshin is large framed, easy going and one of the best bulls among his contemporaries with exceptional EDP’s; lots of growth and great breedplan figures. He is in the top 5% of the Australian breed plan for 200 and 600 day weight and top 10% for the 400 day weight. His bloodlines (that trace back to Kajikari, Hikari and Big Al) are packed with the breeds best red genetics. Dam, Tamayuko, is a nice female; very correct and one of the biggest framed cows in the Bald Ridge Wagyu program.

**BMR MS 56T-TC**

- **FB25963**  
  DOB: 10/02/2015  
  TATE: 7C  
  COW  
  OWNED BY: BUCK MOUNTAIN RANCH WARSAW MO  
  - Fullblood  
  - Color: 100% Black  
  - Sells Open  
  - SCD AA Tenderness 5  
  - A powerful pairing of BMR 777 and BAR R Nakagishiro 56T Daughter of the prolific BMR 777 whose embryos have recently sold for $1000 each. Lot 2 is a very friendly heifer with great genetics. Her sire, 56T, is known to improve growth and carries rare and valuable genetics as he was the only bull out of Nakagishi 5 cow, one of World K’s last imports. Her dam has been a donor at Buck Mountain and you’ll find her and her genetics throughout the sale. Lot 2 has an AA SCD, is young and has a wonderful future ahead of her!

**BMR MS. RED STAR 9007**

- **FB20043**  
  DOB: 04/06/2014  
  TATE: 9007  
  COW  
  OWNED BY: BUCK MOUNTAIN RANCH WARSAW MO  
  - Fullblood  
  - Color: 50% Black - 50% Red  
  - Sells Open  
  - This cow is open ready to go to work. Very impressive stats for this cow. Her ultrasound data came back as high choice, nice for only a yearling heifer. Lot 3 produced a very powerful bull calf and was a very powerful milk producer for her first calf. Her sire was a 2016 “Wagyu - Champion of the World” qualifier and has a very impressive phenotype. Red Galaxy has a pedigree stacked with all the best in red genetics and also has an AA SCD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RE</th>
<th>IMF</th>
<th>BW</th>
<th>YW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>6.21</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>638</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**FEMALES**

### BMR MS. RED GALAXY 87

**Lot 4**

**FB20000**  **DOB: 04/06/2014**  **TALE: 87**  **Cow**  
**OWNED BY: BUCK MOUNTAIN RANCH WARSaw MO**

- **HEART BRAND RED STAR**
- **KALANGA HIKAHOMARE VW36**
- **SHIGEMARU**
- **JVP MS HOMARE HIKARI**
- **WORLD K'S SHIGESHIGETANI**
- **CHR MS SANJUROU 18SR**
- **CHR KITAGUNI 07K**
- **CHR MS KIMICHIGI 028**

**Fullblood**  **Color: 50% Black - 50% Red**  **Sells Open**  **SCD VA Tenderness 7 EXON BC**  

Lot 4 is a Galaxy heifer who is very mild mannered! Her dam was one of our top donor cows, a Shigeshigetani 5 daughter, and has been a great embryo producer. Her sire was a 2016 “Wagyu - Champion of the World” qualifier and has a very impressive phenotype. Red Galaxy has a pedigree stacked with all the best in red genetics and also has an AA SCD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RE</th>
<th>IMF</th>
<th>BW</th>
<th>YW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>7.27</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>686</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BMR MS. HIRASHIGETAYASU 777

**Lot 5**

**FB20044**  **DOB: 09/29/2013**  **TALE: 777**  **Cow**  
**OWNED BY: BUCK MOUNTAIN RANCH WARSaw MO**

- **HIRASHIGETAYASU J2351**
- **BAR R 37R**
- **BR MS MICHIFUKU T4E 8605**
- **ITOZURU DOI**
- **CHR MS KIMIFUKU 455**
- **TF 709**
- **DAI 20 HIRASHIGE 287**
- **DAI 5 YURUHIME**
- **BLUE ROCK MICHIFUKU**
- **JVP MS KIKUSHIGE 09E**
- **ITOKITATSURU**
- **YASUHIME**
- **KIMIFUKU 3**
- **HIKOKURA 1/12**

**Fullblood**  **Color: 100% Black**  **AI'd on 9-27-16 to Mazda 404 (female sexed semen) and pasture exposed to JB Yasashige 55 Green**  **SCD AA Tenderness 4 EXON BC**  

Lot 5 is a granddaughter of Hirashigetayasu Itozuru Doi 100 and Kimifuku 3 this breeding brings size and marbling. BMR Ms. Hirashigetaysu 777 is a AA fat 4 tenderness and is a EXON BC carrier (a rare gene for marbling) her embryos have recently sold for $1000 each. Lot 5 in her third trimester bred to Mazda 404 female sexed then pasture exposed to JB Yasashige 55 Green, an EXON BC Carrier (rare gene for marbling and growth).

### BMR MS ITOMICHI

**Lot 6**

**FB20005**  **DOB: 09/21/2013**  **TALE: 6734**  **Cow**  
**OWNED BY: BUCK MOUNTAIN RANCH WARSaw MO**

- **BR ITOMICHI 0602**
- **BR ITOMICHI/0602-4632**
- **BR MS KITETERU-9680 2611**
- **CHR KITAGUNI 07K**
- **CHR MS KITAGUNI 407**
- **CHR MS KIKUSHIGE 012**
- **TF ITOMICHI ½**
- **JVP KIKU SHIGE 5298E**
- **BR KITATERUYASUDOO 9680**
- **BR MS FUKITSURU 9961**
- **WORLD K'S KITAGUNI JR.**
- **CHR MS MICHIFUKU 038H**
- **TF KIKUHANA**
- **JVP MS KIKUSHIGE 403**

**Fullblood**  **Color: 100% Black • F11C**  **AI'd to Mazda 404 (female sexed semen) then pasture exposed to JB Yasashige 55 Green - may calve before sale**  **SCD AA**  

Lot 6 is a solid cow that has a large ribeye and intramuscular fat scores with great genetics from Itomichi 4632 and CHR Kitaguni 407, Buck Mountain's largest donor cow. Her sire is the 7th highest marbling bull in the National Wagyu Sire Summary. His maternal grandsire is BR Kitateruyasudo 9680 who ranks 10th in the 2013 National Wagyu Sire Summary for marbling. His paternal side shows tremendous growth from Itomichi, Kikuyasu 400 and Kikuhana.
**FEMALES**

**BMR MS. JIRO**

**FB20004**  **DOB: 08/21/2013**  **TATT: 221**  **COW**

Owned by: Buck Mountain Ranch Warsaw MO

JVP FUKUTSURU-068
BAR R JIRO 22T
BAR R MISS 2N

CHR KITAGUNI 07K
CHR MS KITAGUNI 412
CHR MS KIKUSHIGE 013

DAI 2 YASUTSURU 774
TERUYASU 649663
WORLD K’S SANJIROU
MISS BAR R 321H
WORLD K’S KITAGUNI JR.
CHR MS MICHIFUKU 030H
TF KIKUHANA
JPV MS KIKUSHIGE 403

- Fullblood  • Color: 100% Black
- Confirmed Bred - AI'd on 9-27-16 to Mazda 404 (female sexed semen), Pasture Exposed to JB Yasashige 55 Green
  
Lot 7 is very mild mannered and has great Jiro 22T genetics for marbling and Kitaguni 412 one of Buck Mountain's largest donors for size. Lot 7's sire, 22T, he is sired by the breed's most popular sires, JVF Fukutsuru, the # 1 marbling sire in the USA. Jiro has an SCD AA and EXON 5 BB with a Tenderness score of 10.

**CC HIKOFUKU 5076C**

**FB25481**  **DOB: 09/21/2015**  **TATT: 5076**  **COW**

Owned by: Celina Cattle Company Celina TX

TF ITOMICHI ½
CC TOYOHAMA 2721
TBR TOMICHI 4-7041T

WORLD K’S SANJIROU
TBR HIKOFUKU 4-2 2102Y
TBR HIKOFUKU 4 9064W

ITOMICHI
DAI 2 KINTOU
BAR R 12P
BAR R MISS 24H
WORLD K’S MICHIFUKU
WORLD K’S SUZUTANI
ITOHIGEFUKI
TF 713

- Fullblood  • Color: 100% Black
- Sells Open

Here we have a valuable young female ready to start her career. The paternal grandsire here is Itomichi 1/2, who is known to have high grade cows that consistently produce large quality beef from the Dai Ni Kinto line in his pedigree. Lot 8's dam is by the famous Sanjirou. Sanjirou is one of the most influential sires from the Tajima line to leave Japan. He is proven to have great meat quality with a large ribeye, thick rib and high yields. In the 2006 U.S. Wagyu Sire Summary, Sanjirou ranked third for marbling. Lot 8 is combination of superb genetics that will ensure both growth and carcass quality.

**CC MS KIMIFUKU 5003**

**FB26665**  **DOB: 02/06/2015**  **TATT: 5003**  **COW**

Owned by: Celina Cattle Company Celina TX

MITSUHIKOKURA 149
TBR MITSUHIKOKURA 2 2146Y
TBR HIKOFUKU 4 9064W

KIMIFUKU 3
TF 713
HIKOKU 1/10

ITOHIKARI
HIKOKU 3/9
ITOHIGEFUKI
TF 713
TANIKERU-DOI
YUKIFUKU - JSS5707
ITOMICHI
HIKOKU 1/7

- Fullblood  • Color: 100% Black
- AI'd 12/12/16 to World K's Michifuku, Pasture Exposed to CC Shigeshige 4808 12/15/16 thru 3/1/17

Lot 9 is sired by a Mitsuhiokokura son. Mitsuhiokokura is a growthy bull and also a bull known to be one of the thickest in the entire Wagyu breed. This bull is also said to improve milking ability within his daughters. Lot 9's dam is sired by Kimifuku 3 and has been an amazing producer. A son of TF 713, TBR Itoshigefuku 2 9061W, is a superb individual and AI sire.
**FEMALES**

**CC MS YOMIURI 4838**

- **Lot 10** - Bull calf (7047) born 5/04/17, 62lbs. sired by CC Ito Doi
- **Sells Open**
- The paternal grandsire here, J2351, was sired by Dai 20 Hirashige J287. His maternal great-grandsire is the distinguished Tajiri-line Tayasudoji. Hirashigeta-yasu J2351’s Kedaka lineage shows strong propensity for growth and balance with a larger frame. An official Japanese progeny test showed that at least 80 percent of his steers would gain A5 grade, the highest given to carcasses in Japan. To add even more value, we find Sanjirou as Lot 10’s maternal grandsire. Sanjirou is the most influential sires of the Tajima line, having great meat quality, large ribeye area, thick rib and high yields. In the 2006 U.S. Wagyu Sire Summary, Sanjirou ranks third highest in marbling. Don’t miss this power packed individual!

**CC MS ITOSURU DOI 4820**

- **Lot 11** - Heifer calf (6079) born 12-24-16 58lbs. sired by World K’s Michifuku
- **Sells Open**
- This female’s sire, Itozuru Doi, brings to the table an extremely large frame with a mature weight of 2,420 lbs while passing on great maternal traits onto his progeny which adds milking ability. Along with both maternal traits and high performance, Itozuru Doi also is one of the best marbling bulls from the Fujiyoshi line. the bottom side of this pedigree comes from the UKB program in Texas and carries great red gentics. She has a heifer calf at side making this a two for one package!

**CC MS ITOZURU OLI 4811**

- **Lot 12**
- **AI’ d 12/2/16 to Kousyn, Pasture Exposed to CC Shigeshige 4808 12/15/16 thru 3/1/17**
- This female’s sire, Itozuru Doi, brings to the table a extremely large frame with a mature weight of 2,420 lbs while passing on great maternal traits onto his progeny which adds milking ability. Along with both maternal traits and high performance, Itozuru Doi also is one of the best marbling bulls from the Fujiyoshi line. the bottom side of this pedigree comes from the UKB program in Texas and carries great red gentics. Lot 12 is young and just starting her career.
**CC MS SHIGEHIME 3**

**Lot 13**

- **FB16816**
- **DOB:** 09/07/2012
- **TAT#:** CC2748
- **OWND BY:** CELINA CATTLE COMPANY CELINA TX

- **World K’s Haruki 2**
- **World K’s Shigeshigetani**
- **World K’s Suizutan**
- **Itozuru Doi ETNO1**
- **CC MS Kikuhime 3**
- **KR 400-77**

- **D.O.B.** 09/07/2012
- **Tatt:** CC2748
- **Sells Open**
- **Lot 13A** - Bull calf (7015) born 3/18/17, 62lbs. sired by Mitsuhikokura 149

- **Sells Open**
- **Lot 13’s sire, Shigeshigetani,** has some of the most powerful genetics in the Wagyu breed. He has Yasumi Doi as well as Yasu-tanidoi bloodlines but he carries the Kumanami strain as well. The Kuma-nami family is known for its extremely potent marbling genes. Shigeshigetani is a half brother to the famous bull Sanjirou. Note: The World K Group reports 3800 F1s were fed 540 days ADG 2.156. 90% graded 9+ on the Australian scale, meaning 3 full grades above USDA highest grade of prime. The remaining 10% graded 7-9 on the Australian scale and this would be prime to prime + on the USDA scale. Her maternal grandsire, tozuru Doi, brings to the table an extremely large frame with a mature weight of 2,420 lbs while passing on great maternal traits onto his progeny which adds milking ability. with a bull calf at side, Lot 13 is the complete package.

---

**CC MS KIKUIHIME 5**

**Lot 14**

- **FB13701**
- **DOB:** 09/18/2010
- **TAT#:** CC1030X
- **OWNED BY:** CELINA CATTLE COMPANY CELINA TX

- **Itozuru Doi**
- **Yasuhieme**
- **JVP Kikuyasu-400**
- **KR 400-77**
- **HR Koko 007**

- **D.O.B.** 09/18/2010
- **Tatt:** CC1030X
- **Sells Open**
- **Lot 14A** - Bull calf (7012) born 3/17/17, 60lbs. sired by TBR Kikutnami 4051A

- **Sells Open**
- **This female’s sire, Itozuru Doi,** brings to the table an extremely large frame with a mature weight of 2,420 lbs while passing on great maternal traits onto his progeny which adds milking ability. Along with both maternal traits and high performance, Itozuru Doi also is one of the best marbling bulls from the Fujiyoshi line. Her dam is sired by a 100% Tajima blood bull and the heaviest Tajima bull imported. Kikuyasu produces top carcasses and big rib eyed cattle. He has sired some outstanding females. JVP Kikuyasu 400 blood is found in a number of top producing female bloodlines and should not be underestimated as a stud sire, especially in breeders wishing to get frame score into females with Tajima blood. Lot 14 has a bull calf at side to add even more value to this package as he is sired by one of teh very few “TF146” bulls found in the United States.

---

**CC MS KIKUIHIME 2**

**Lot 15**

- **FB13707**
- **DOB:** 09/02/2010
- **TAT#:** CC1030X
- **OWNED BY:** CELINA CATTLE COMPANY CELINA TX

- **Itozuru Doi**
- **Yasuhieme**
- **JVP Kikuyasu-400**
- **KR 400-77**
- **HR Koko 007**

- **D.O.B.** 09/02/2010
- **Tatt:** CC1030X
- **Sells Open**
- **Lot 15A** - Bull calf (7041) born 4/14/17, 68lbs. sired by TBR Shigeshigenami 3 3020Z

- **Sells Open**
- **This female’s sire, Itozuru Doi,** brings to the table an extremely large frame with a mature weight of 2,420 lbs while passing on great maternal traits onto his progeny which adds milking ability. Along with both maternal traits and high performance, Itozuru Doi also is one of the best marbling bulls from the Fujiyoshi line. Her dam is sired by a 100% Tajima blood bull and the heaviest Tajima bull imported. Kikuyasu produces top carcasses and big rib eyed cattle. He has sired some outstanding females. JVP Kikuyasu 400 blood is found in a number of top producing female bloodlines and should not be underestimated as a stud sire, especially in breeders wishing to get frame score into females with Tajima blood. Lot 14 has a bull calf at side to add even more value to this package.
**FEMALES**

**JCN HIROKO D10**

**Lot 16**

- **DOB:** 09/27/2016  
- **Tatt:** D10  
- **Color:** 50% Black - 50% Red  
- **Sells Open**  
- **Hiroto** is an exceptional fullblood Wagyu red bull sired by the top Australian bull Seisakushu (bred by the famous Symo Cattle Company). Hiroto traces back two times to the Dam, Akiko, who's sire is Namimaru. Also in this powerful lineup is Tamamaru. This makes JR-Hiroto an outcross to most red Wagyu around the world. With Akiko found twice in his dam's pedigree, you know there is much value to his genetic makeup. He is the largest and fastest growing in his contemporary group and also best known for finishing out grass fed. We find Haruki 2 on the bottom side of her pedigree. Haruki 2 is considered to be one of the best foundation sires for breeding females with excellent frame scores & milk. His dam has outstanding EBV for marble score and average carcass weight. Lot 16 is royally bred with many successful years ahead of her.

**FRCC HINODE**

**Lot 17**

- **DOB:** 05/25/2016  
- **Tatt:** D8  
- **Color:** 50% Black - 50% Red  
- **Sells Open**  
- **Z278** is a great balance of Kedaka Fujiyoshi and Tajima and is a very thick and correct bull. His daughters have good udders and his calves are born easily even though they are a little larger than the average Wagyu calves. To add some red to the mix, this female's dam is by Seisakushu C221 who weighed 636 kg (1402 lb) at 4 years of age and tested to be free from the five known recessive conditions. Lot 17 is just a yearling and will be ready for you to breed or flush this late summer.

**JCN SIGENAMI D6**

**Lot 18**

- **DOB:** 03/06/2016  
- **Tatt:** D6  
- **Color:** 50% Black - 50% Red  
- **Sells Open**  
- **Itoshigenami** is considered to be one of the top three bulls exported from Japan according to David Blackmore, renowned Australian Wagyu producer.
**JR-KEYOSHI**

**FB16948**  
**DOB:** 09/11/2013  
**TATE:** A05  
**COW**  
**OWNED BY:** FAITH RIVER RANCH CAMdentON MO

- **HirasHiqeatayasu J2351..........................**  
- **Westholme HirasHiqeatayasu Z278**  
- **Westholme OhYuriHime X106**  
- **ItoShigenami**  
- **Ms Sigenami**  
- **Lake Wagyu F X002**

- **Fullblood**  
- **Color:** 100% Black  
- **Sells Open**

Lot 19’s sire, Z278, has all three of the Westholme original import bulls in his pedigree. He is a son of HirasHiqeatayasu 001 out of a cow who is a daughter of Kitateruyasuido 003 and his great grandsire is Itomoritaka 002. Z278 is a great balance of Kedaka Fujiyoshi and Tajima and is a very thick and correct bull. His daughters have good udders and his calves are born easily even though they are a little larger than the average Wagyu calves. Her dam is by ItoShigenami whose progeny exhibit an excellent balance in all traits, both for quality beef production and cattle production. Producing carcasses of the highest quality, characterized by an abundance of very fine marbling, extremely soft fat with a low temperature melting point. ItoShigenami TF148 is considered to be one of the top three bulls exported from Japan according to David Blackmore, renowned Australian Wagyu producer. Lot 19 is in her prime and ready to go to work for you.

**FR HIROKO**

**FB16888**  
**DOB:** 04/12/2012  
**TATE:** Z01  
**COW**  
**OWNED BY:** FAITH RIVER RANCH CAMdentON MO

- **Monjiro 11550..........................**  
- **World K’S Haruki 2**  
- **Sakura 2741638..........................**  
- **ItoShigenami**  
- **Ms Sigenami**  
- **Lake Wagyu F X002**

- **Fullblood**  
- **Color:** 100% Black  
- **Sells Open**

Lot 20’s sire, Haruki 2 is considered to be one of the best foundation sires for breeding females with excellent frame scores & milk. His dam has outstanding EBV for marble score and average carcass weight. Lot 20’s dam is sired by ItoShigenami whose progeny exhibit an excellent balance in all traits, both for quality beef production and cattle production. Producing carcasses of the highest quality, characterized by an abundance of very fine marbling, extremely soft fat with a low temperature melting point. ItoShigenami TF148 is considered to be one of the top three bulls exported from Japan according to David Blackmore, renowned Australian Wagyu producer. You will find her dam as Lot 21. Lot 20 is just in her prime and ready to make an excellent producer in any program she enters.

**MS SIGENAMI**

**FB13864**  
**DOB:** 11/05/2009  
**TATE:** W49  
**COW**  
**OWNED BY:** FAITH RIVER RANCH CAMdentON MO

- **Shigeshigenami 10632..........................**  
- **Itoshigenami**  
- **Fukuyuki**  
- **Itozuru Doi**  
- **Lake Wagyu F X002**  
- **CAMPANELLA MICH TEKA ITO**

- **Fullblood**  
- **Color:** 100% Black  
- **Lot 21A - Bull calf at side (E04) born 2/26/2017, sired by JR-Hiroto**  
- **Pasture Exposed to JR-HIROTO 4-09-17 thru 6-05-17**

As you can see in Lot 20, Lot 21 has been an excellent producer. She is sire by ItoShigenami whose progeny exhibit an excellent balance in all traits, both for quality beef production and cattle production. Producing carcasses of the highest quality, characterized by an abundance of very fine marbling, extremely soft fat with a low temperature melting point. ItoShigenami TF148 is considered to be one of the top three bulls exported from Japan according to David Blackmore, renowned Australian Wagyu producer. Her dam is by Itozuru Doi, who brings to the table and extremely large frame with a mature weight of 2,420 lbs while passing on great maternal traits onto his progeny which adds milking ability. Along with both maternal traits and high performance, Itozuru Doi also is one of the best marbling bulls from the Fujiyoshi line. Lot 21 has a bull calf at side and has been pasture exposed; a possible three for one package!
**FEMALES**

**GAF ITOMICHI SANJI 4D**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BW</th>
<th>WW</th>
<th>YW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>647</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GAF MS HARUKI SUZATANI C15**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BW</th>
<th>WW</th>
<th>YW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>334</td>
<td>706</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**L7 MS SANJI 036B**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BW</th>
<th>WW</th>
<th>YW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>647</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PASION for PRIME**

**GAF ITOMICHI SANJI 4D**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>DOB:</th>
<th>TAFT:</th>
<th>COLOR:</th>
<th>BRED TO:</th>
<th>PEDIGREE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>03/20/2016</td>
<td>4D</td>
<td>Fullblood</td>
<td>100% Black</td>
<td>Itomichi ½, Dai 2 Kintou, World's Sanjirou, Chr MS Sanjirou 319, MJB MS Kitafuku 05K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **LOT 22**
- Fullblood • Color: 100% Black • Sells Open • SCD VA Tenderness 6 • Halter Broke
- Here is an open heifer with some added look. She is sired by Itomichi ½, who is known to have high grade cows that consistently produce large quality beef from the Dai Ni Kinto line in his pedigree, and out of a Sanjirou daughter that has been very successful in our donor pen. This heifer profiles nicely with a feminine front, bold middle, with more than adequate bone and muscle thrown in. Watch her coming and going and she holds up just as well as on the profile. Add in what she has to offer through her pedigree, and this is a very interesting female.

**GAF MS HARUKI SUZATANI C15**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>DOB:</th>
<th>TAFT:</th>
<th>COLOR:</th>
<th>BRED TO:</th>
<th>PEDIGREE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>08/10/2015</td>
<td>C15</td>
<td>Fullblood</td>
<td>100% Black</td>
<td>Monjiro 11550, World's Haruki 2, Sakura 2 741638, World's Michifuku, Ms CHR Suzutani 252T, Suzutaka 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **LOT 23**
- Fullblood • Color: 100% Black • Sells Bred - Pasture Exposed to GAF Topher 11/18/16 thru 1/6/17 • SCD VA Tenderness 5 • Halter Broke
- This Haruki II daughter is out of our now deceased Ms CHR Suzutani 252T cow, which is an own daughter of Michifuku and has the famous Suzutani cow as her second dam. This bred heifer is a full sibling to the high selling bull in this sale last year, as well as the Reserve Champion Black Fullblood female at the NAILE in 2016. In addition to her strong pedigree, this is a feminine, bold sprung and deep middled heifer that has a lot of future as a brood cow and in the donor pen. She sells safe in calf to GAF Topher B9 (FB20118) who was Reserve Champion Black Fullblood at the NAILE in 2016.

**L7 MS SANJI 036B**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>DOB:</th>
<th>TAFT:</th>
<th>COLOR:</th>
<th>BRED TO:</th>
<th>PEDIGREE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>08/30/2014</td>
<td>036B</td>
<td>Fullblood</td>
<td>100% Black</td>
<td>World's Sanjirou, Sr Y13 Sanji, Kitatemako 003, World's Shigeshigetani, L7 Moolan 011Z, Heidi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **DAM OF LOT 24**
- Fullblood • Color: 100% Black • Sells Bred to L7 Harry - Due Fall 2017 • Her dam is the Overall Grand Champion female At the Houston Stock Show and Rodeo in 2013. She has Suzutani on both sides from both Sire and Dam. Suzutani is considered the best Wagyu female in the breed. Her Sire was Shigeshigetani (progeny of 3800 head were feed in Australia and all were prime or better with 90% being two grades above prime). We consider the dam of Ms Sanji to be our no. 1 cow in our herd. She is bred to L7 Harry who has Kitaguni Jr., Sanjiro, and Takaza-kura in his family lines.
**FEMALES**

### L7 MS ITOMICHI 052B

**FB26918**  
**DOB: 08/26/2014**  
**TATE: 052B**  
**Cow**  
**Owned by:** Lucky 7 Ranch Hamilton TX

- **ITOMICHI**
- **ITOMICHI ½**
- **DAI 2 KINTOU**
- **WORLD K’S MICHIFUKU**
- **7 MS KITAGUNI 166W**
- **CHR MS KITAGUNI 277**

- **Fullblood**  
- **Color:** 100% Black  
- **Sells Bred to L7 Harry - Due Fall 2017**  
- **Sired by** Itomichi ½ who is used to increase mature size and growth without sacrificing marbling. He is 70% Shimane, 3% Kedaka, and 6% Tajima. Her dam goes back to Kitaguni which also has a lot of Shimane, making this heifer very high Shamane. Meat from Kitaguni is considered very consistent with high percent prime. Lot 25 is bred to L7 Harry who has Kitaguni Jr., Sanjiro, and Takazakura in his family lines.

### PL PRIMELINE MS TOSHITO C066

**FB26805**  
**DOB: 10/30/2015**  
**TATE: C066**  
**Cow**  
**Owned by:** PrimeLine Genetics Grandview TX

- **TF KIKUHANA**
- **LMR TOSHIRO 1/3**
- **WORLD K’S REIKO**
- **ITOSHIGENAMI**
- **PRIMELINE MS ITOSHIGENAMI**
- **CHR MICHIFUKU 85**

- **Fullblood**  
- **Color:** 100% Black  
- **AI’d 3-22-17 to WORLD K’s Shigeshidani**

### PL PRIMELINE MS TOSHIMICHI C069

**FB26806**  
**DOB: 10/30/2015**  
**TATE: C069**  
**Cow**  
**Owned by:** PrimeLine Genetics Grandview TX

- **TF KIKUHANA**
- **LMR TOSHIRO 1/3**
- **WORLD K’S REIKO**
- **WORLD K’S OKAHANA**
- **PRIMELINE MS ITOSHIGENAMI**
- **CHR MICHIFUKU 85**
- **KR 068-067**

- **Fullblood**  
- **Color:** 100% Black  
- **AI’d 2-27-17 to WORLD K’s Shigeshidani**
FEMALES

WAGYU100 MS RUESHAW E78

REG PENDING  DOB: 3/13/2017  TAFT: E-78  COW
OWNED BY: WAGYU 100 MINOLEA TX

RUEMEI H39.................................................. RYUEI H20
RUESHAW KIKUTAMA 14285.......................... HARUMI H376
KIKUFUJI RK41627........................................... SOCHU H10
TAMAMARU .................................................. DAI GO TAMANAMI 96
SOR MS TAMAKARI-HOMARE UKB MS HIKARI HOMARE J30E

- Fullblood
- Sire: 100% Red Dam: 100% Red
- Sells Open
- The Passion for Prime sale wants to display the best in wagyu genetics. With this heifer you are seeing just that. Wagyu100 brings you this one of a kind Ruesaw over Tamamaru Breeding. The Inbreeding coefficient is 0%. That is correct 100% Red Wagyu 0% inbreeding coefficient. Rueshaw semen sales are over $5,000 per straw. Finding it is one thing finding someone to sale it to you is another. Rue-shaw was the 1975 Japanese National Champion Bull. He was one of the first two original bulls to ever leave Japan in 1976. The dam in this mating is a daughter of Tamamaru. Many pedigrees have a trace of Rueshaw, this is your chance to own an actual daughter of Rueshaw. This heifer will stay at Wagyu100 until 4 months of age at no cost.

Lot 28

WAGYU100 MS KENHANAFUJI E74

REG PENDING  DOB: 3/12/2017  TAFT: E-74  COW
OWNED BY: WAGYU 100 MINOLEA TX

ITOHANA.......................................................... YOSHIHUKIHANA
KENHANAFUJI HANA FUJI 47209.......................... KENSEI 108
ITOZURU DOI .................................................. HANAYUU 15803
NANASHI CHR MS SANJIROU 186R.......................... ITOKITASURU

- Fullblood
- Sire: 100% Black Dam: 100% Black
- Sells Open
- Wagyu100 is producing foundation stock from the top bulls of all time and with this mating we are not holding back. The sire Kenhanafuji was one of the most promising young bulls Japan had ever produced when he was purchased by U.S. investors in the early 90's and exported to America. Upon arriving in America a Japanese investor purchased Kenhanafuji for a reported $150,000, and took him back to Japan. With a limited supply of semen available offspring of Kenhanafuji has been very limited. Semen on Kenhanafuji has sold recently for over $3,000 per straw. The dam of this bull is Nanashi. She is a daughter of the great Itozuru Doi 151. Itozuru Doi 151 semen is limited to only a handful of known straws left in existence. The last recorded sale of Itozuru Doi 151 semen sold for $9,000 per straw. Itozuru Doi 151 beat Michifuku in every statistical category of comparison in fullblood wagyu carcasses. By the time his progeny were tested and his value was discovered, Itozuru Doi TF151 was deceased, leaving a very limited supply of semen. The sire of the dam to Nanashi is the great Sanjirou SCD AA-7. Wagyu100 is one of the first to offer this mating. This heifer will be held until 4 months of age at Wagyu100 at no charge.

Lot 29

WAGYU100 MS BEIJIROU E32

REG PENDING  DOB: 2/6/2017  TAFT: E-32  COW
OWNED BY: WAGYU 100 MINOLEA TX

WORLD K’S HARUKI 2 SAKURA 2 741638
WORLD K’S BEIJIROU OKUSHIGE 1803
WORLD K’S OKUTANI FUJITANI 655405
MITSUHIKOKURA 149 ITOHIKARI
CHR MS MITSUHIKOKURA 521 HIKOKURA 3/9
SUZUTAKA 2 WORLD K’S TAKAZAKURA

- Fullblood
- Sire: 100% Black Dam: 100% Black
- Sells Open
- Wagyu100 is bringing back the foundation bulls with this mating. Beijiro is a bull that has virtually no semen available and what is available sells for over $2,500 a straw. This bull is a son of Okutani one of the original females imported with Suzutani, he is sired by Haruki 2 who is starting to become one of the top trait leaders in the breed. He is full brother to Genjirou and full brother to Fujiko the first Wagyu born in the United States. On the dam side we have CHR MS Mitsuhikokura 521 a daughter to Mitsuhikokura 149. Mitsuhikokura 149 is known for growth and milk and as the thickest bull in Wagyu. On the bottom of CHR MS Mitsuhikokura 521 pedigree you find Suzutaka 2 a dam sired by another great foundation bull Takazakura. Takazakura is sired by Takei who is a son of the legendary Japanese sire Yasufuku J930. The dam of Suzutaka is Suzutani. Suzutani is without question the most influential dam in the Wagyu breed. Suzutani was the dam of Sanjirou, and Shigishigitani.
**WDT KUJITANI 53Y**

- **Lot 31**
- **FB24364**
- **DOB: 05/20/2016**
- **TATE: D2**
- **Cow**
- ** Owned by: Wagyu 100 Mineola TX**

  - **BAR R SHIGESHIGETANI**
  - **BAR R SABURO 53Y**
  - **BAR R MISS 2N**
  - **CHR HIRASHIGE 170P**
  - **KUJIMI**
  - **KOJI HANA**
  - **WORLD K’S SHIGESHIGETANI**
  - **BAR R 68P**
  - **WORLD K’S SANJIROU**
  - **MISS BAR R 321H**
  - **CHR HIRASHIGE 081L**
  - **CHR MS KIKUSHIGE 017**
  - **KAGAYAKU**
  - **KOJI**

- Fullblood
- Color: 100% Black
- Sells Open
- The sire on this heifer is Bar R Saburo 53Y. 53Y has an SCD Score of VA-10. He is the son of the great BAR R 30-T. In this pedigree you find World K’s Shigishigitani and World K’s Sanjirou. The dam of this heifer is Kujimi. Kujimi is Wagyu100’s front gate cow. She is impressive all the way around. Her genetics go back to Fajiko the first Wagyu born in the USA. Kujimi is old school genetics. This heifer will bring size and power. Wagyu100 will provide 5 units of MFC Michiyoshi 522C semen with this heifer. Her genetics with Michiyoshi 522C’s AA-10 SCD score will produce supreme calves.

**DFF Y-3 ITOSURU DOI 282T 3-27**

- **Lot 32**
- **FB21122**
- **DOB: 06/01/2015**
- **TATE: Y-3**
- **Cow**
- ** Owned by: Wagyu 100 Mineola TX**

  - **ITOZURU DOI**
  - **CHR ITOSURU DOI 282T**
  - **SUZUTAKA 2**
  - **TF ITOMICHI ½**
  - **MFC MS ITOMICHI 1/2 3-27**
  - **MFC MS ITOSHIGENAMI 0-10**

- Fullblood
- Color: 100% Black
- **AI’d 5/1/17 to MFC Michiyoshi 522C**
- With this young heifer you get the genetics of the rare and sought after Itozuru Doi 151. Itozuru Doi 151 semen is limited to a handful of straws and the last reported sale was over $9,000 for a straw of semen. The Dam of this breeding is a daughter of Itomichi ½ and was bred by the Muddy Flats Company. This dam has been bred to Wagyu100’s pride Michiyoshi 522C. Michiyoshi 522C is the only DNA verified SCD AA-10 son to the late Michiyoshi. Michiyoshi was the number one ranked genetic disorder free bull in the US sire summary.

**STUD SHIG-YURIKO 148NB**

- **Lot 33**
- **FB20937**
- **DOB: 11/10/2014**
- **TATE: STUD 912**
- **Cow**
- ** Owned by: Wagyu 100 Mineola TX**

  - **WORLD K’S HARUKI 2**
  - **WORLD K’S SHIGESHIGETANI**
  - **WORLD K’S SUZUTANI**
  - **JVP FUKUTSURU-068**
  - **CHR MS FUKUTSURU 148N**
  - **CHR MS KIKUSHIGE 016**
  - **MONIRO 11550**
  - **SAKURA 2 741638**
  - **TANISHIGE 1526**
  - **SUZUNAMI 472255**
  - **DAI 2 YASUTSURU 774**
  - **TERUYASU 649663**
  - **TF KIYUHANA**
  - **JVP MS KIKUSHIGE 403**

- Fullblood
- Color: 100% Black
- **AI’d 5/1/17 to MFC Michiyoshi 522C**
- The daughter to this heifer is the highly sought after Shigishigitani. He is known for highly consistent transmission to calves of excellent marbling together with excellent growth. The dam of this heifer is a daughter of Fukutsuru 068 daughter. Fukutsuru 068 is the number one ranked bull in the US sire summary with an SCD score of AA-7. This heifer has been mated to the pride of Wagyu100 our own MFC Michiyoshi 522C. Michiyoshi 522C is the only DNA verified SCD AA-10 son to the late Michiyoshi. Michiyoshi was the number one ranked genetic disorder free bull in the US sire summary.
### BULLS

#### BLF AKEMI STAR

**Lot 34**

- **DOB:** 04/28/2016
- **TATF:** BLF005D
- **Owned by:** Big Life Farm Winslow AR

**Bloodlines:**
- Heart Brand Red Star
- Kalanga Red Star
- Kalanga Hikahomare VW36
- Mazda
- Akemi
- Akako

**Tenderness:** SCD V A

**Description:**
- Fullblood
- Color: 50% Black - 50% Red
- His Sire, Red Star is one of the premier red bulls to come out of the Australian breeding program with a large frame and breedplan figures well above average.
- Dam Akemi is a large and long cow with an impeccable record of producing healthy and high quality calves. One look at BLF Akemi Star reveals that this mating has produced one of the finest example of heterosis that occurs with the Red/Black cross. He is in top condition, has been dehorned, and is free of all genetic defects. This young bull is strong, proven & ready to work.

#### BMR HIKAHI R1C

**Lot 35**

- **DOB:** 09/15/2015
- **TATF:** R1C
- **Owned by:** Buck Mountain Ranch Warsaw MO

**Bloodlines:**
- Hikari
- Sumo Cattle Co Seisakushu C221
- TWA Onesan
- HB Big AL 502
- Coates Kaze
- TWA Mutsunami

**Tenderness:** SCD AA

**Description:**
- Fullblood
- Color: 100% Red
- A powerful young bull is ready to go to work. With great names like Hikari and Akiko in this bull's pedigree this animal has proven genetics. His sire's name translates to "Creator". His sire Hikari and grand-sire Shigemaru. He weighed 636 kg (1 402 lb) at 4 years of age and tested to be free from the five known recessive conditions. His dam is by the famous Big Al. is the direct product of the best bull and cow of the breed. His sire Dai 10 Mitsumaru, also the sire of original imports Hikari, Kaedemaru, and Kunisakae, was considered the greatest bull in the world by Japan at the time when Al and Marie Woods sent world class cattlemen Yukio Kurosawatsu and Bruce Hemmingsen to procure a shipment of "Japanese Browns" to America in 1993. Akiko was one of the top cows in Japan and it took considerable wrangling to buy out her existing contract and bring her to the states. Since there was no way to get Dai 10 out of country, the decision was made to breed Akiko to him before she started quarantine in Japan. The result of that calf, was Big Al. A package of royal bloodlines here!

#### JCN OSHI D9

**Lot 36**

- **DOB:** 09/23/2016
- **TATF:** D9
- **Owned by:** Faith River Ranch Camdenton MO

**Bloodlines:**
- Sumo Cattle Co Seisakushu C221
- JR-Hiroto
- Sumo Cattle Co Hinode C157
- Westholme Hrishigetayasu Z278
- JR-Keyoshi
- MS Sigenami

**Tenderness:** SCD VA

**Description:**
- Fullblood
- Color: 50% Black - 50% Red
- This red/black combo is sired by JR-Hiroto who is an exceptional fullblood Wagyu red bull sired by the top Australian bull Seisakushu (bred by the famous Symo Cattle Company). Hiroto traces back two times to the Dam, Akiko, who's sire is Namimaru. Also in this powerful lineup is Tamamaru. This makes JR-Hiroto an outcross to most red Wagyu around the world. With Akiko found twice in his dam's pedigree, you know there is much value to his genetic makeup. He is the largest and fastest growing in his contemporary group and also best known for finishing out grass fed. Lot 36's dam is by Z278, who has all three of the Westholme original import bulls in his pedigree. He is a son of Hirashigetayasu 001 out of a cow who is a daughter of Kitateruyasudoi 003 and his great grandsire is Itomoritaka 002. Z278 is a great balance of Kedaka Fujiyoshi and Tajima and is a very thick and correct bull. His daughters have good udders and his calves are born easily even though they are a little larger than the average Wagyu calves. Lot 36 is a young herdsire prospect with all the makings of a great one.
**JR HARUKI**  
**FB24720**  
**DOB:** 09/26/2015  
**TATE:** C04  
**BULL**  
**OWNED BY:** FAITH RIVER RANCH CAMDENTON MO

- **Fullblood**  
- **Color:** 50% Black - 50% Red  
- The paternal grandsire represented in Lot 37, C221, name translates to “Creator”. His sire Hikari and grand-sire Shigemaru. C221 weighed 636 kg (1,402 lb) at 4 years of age and tested to be free from the five known recessive conditions. His semen is used all over the World as he is a combination of great red genetics. On the bottom side, Lot 37’s dam is by Haruki 2 and is considered to be one of the best foundation sires for breeding females with excellent frame scores & milk. His dam has outstanding EBV for marble score and average carcass weight. Don’t miss this royally bred prospect on sale day!

**Lot 37**

**JR-HIROTO**  
**FB16945**  
**DOB:** 09/03/2013  
**TATE:** A02  
**BULL**  
**OWNED BY:** FAITH RIVER RANCH CAMDENTON MO

- **Fullblood**  
- **Color:** 100% Black  
- **SCD AA Tenderness 7**  
- JR-Hiroto is an exceptional fullblood Wagyu red bull sired by the top Australian bull Seisakushu (bred by the famous Symo Cattle Company). Hiroto traces back two times to the Dam, Akiko, who’s sire is Namimaru. Also in this powerful lineup is Tamamaru. This makes JR-Hiroto an outcross to most red Wagyu around the world. With Akiko found twice in his dam’s pedigree, you know there is much value to his genetic makeup. He is the largest and fastest growing in his contemporary group and also best known for finishing out grass fed. Free of all genetic disorders by pedigree.

**Lot 38**

**GAF ICHUTANI 10D**  
**FB26683**  
**DOB:** 03/28/2016  
**TATE:** 10D  
**BULL**  
**OWNED BY:** GOLDEN AGE FARM LEXINGTON KY

- **Fullblood**  
- **Color:** 100% Black  
- **SCD AA Tenderness 7**  
- This yearling has been a standout in his contemporary group from birth. This young bull is sired by Stonyrun ID 151 Ichiro 1, which is an Itozuru Doi son that descends from the Suzatani line on the bottom side of his pedigree. Ichutani 10D is out of our CHR Ms Suzatani 262T cow, which is a maternal granddaughter of Suzatani. This means that 10D has Suzatani twice in his three-generation pedigree. He backs his quality pedigree with a strong genomic profile. And, with his notable WW and YW he shows strong performance traits of his own. This young bull has all of the pieces needed to sire calves of true quality that will perform as replacements, bulls and on the rail.

**Lot 39**

**Lot BW WW YW**  
<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>556</td>
<td>850</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**BULLS**

**LOT 40**

**GAF TOMMY C37**

FB24321  
DOB: 09/30/2015  
TAFF: C37  
**BULL**

**OWNED BY: GOLDEN AGE FARM LEXINGTON KY**

- **WESTHOLME HIRASHIGETAYASU Z278**
- **SSF TOBY + Z278-31-225**
- **ESF MICHIJUKU R 042 031**
- **KENJIROU**
- **GAF KENJIROU SUZU**
- **MS CHR SUZUTANI 252T**

- **DOB:** 09/30/2015  
- **TATT:** C37  
- **BULL**

- **Hirashigeta Yasu J2351**
- **Westholme Ohyurihime X106**
- **World K's Michifuku**
- **Chik Takakazura 042H**
- **World K’s Yasufuku Jr**
- **Ms Asuka 304**
- **World K’s Michifuku**
- **Suzutaka 2**

- **Fullblood**  
- **Color:** 100% Black  
- **SCD AA Tenderness 7**  
- **Halter Broke**

- This bull has a lot to offer. His pedigree is stacked full of the great sires, including Yasafuku Jr, Z278 and Michifuku. In addition, he stems from the Suzutani line on the bottom side of his pedigree. His genomic profile is just as impressive as the list of great cattle in his lineage. Perhaps the most striking thing about this bull is just how well he is put together. He is rugged in his design from front to back, being smooth fronted, correct in all of his angles, deep ribbed, and all while standing on a large correct foot. Add his powerful musculature and thick quarter to his large scrotal circumference, and this is a bull that is ready to go to work and add value to your herd.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BW</th>
<th>WW</th>
<th>YW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>489</td>
<td>926</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LOT 41**

**LZ SAMURAI BUCKAROO**

FB25313  
DOB: 11/14/2015  
TAFF: C08  
**BULL**

**OWNED BY: LOST IN THE ZARK’S FARM HARTVILLE MO**

- **WSU AKIYOSHI 479P**
- **SAMURAI KUMAGAI MONTANO**
- **MS TOSHIKO**
- **005 SHIGEFUKU 13M**
- **MW HS SHIGEFUKU**
- **UBS MS J84 / 84-156E**

- **DOB:** 11/14/2015  
- **TATT:** C08  
- **BULL**

- **Bar R Fukutsuru 36H**
- **WSU Usagi 2513H**
- **World K’s Takakazura**
- **MJH MS Shinyu 014M**
- **Shigefuku J1822**
- **Westholme Itohasudoi 13G**
- **Sr Genjiro Jr 156E**
- **JVP MS 84 / 48F Oliver**

- **Fullblood**  
- **Color:** 100% Black  
- **The sire of Lot 41 is a son of WSU Akiyoshi who has high marbling characteristics being a grandson of JVP Fukutsuru 068. Also Kuma’s grandsire on the dam side is Takakazura. The strong Tajima influence will give improved marbling to any commercial operation or you may want to grab some of these genetics as most the Akiyoshi genetics are making meat for Belcampo Farms. On the bottom side we find the influence of the great 13M which only adds important genetic value. Don't miss this bull, he's ready to go to work and improve your next set of calves.**

**LOT 42**

**LUV AKI TAMA R30D**

FB26777  
DOB: 08/24/2016  
TAFF: R30D  
**BULL**

**OWNED BY: RED BULL CATTLE MOLINO FL**

- **DAI GO TAMANAMI 96**
- **TAMAMARU**
- **DAI 8 MARUNAMI J19461**
- **KALANGA RED STAR**
- **ROA MISS SHIGE**
- **UBS MS SHIGEMARU 803**

- **DOB:** 08/24/2016  
- **TATT:** R30D  
- **BULL**

- **Tamanami 70**
- **Fujimitsu 2030**
- **Dai 3 Mitsumaru 30**
- **Dai 7 Marunami J14289**
- **Heart Brand Red Star**
- **Kalanga Hikahomare VW36**
- **Shigemaru**
- **JVP MS Homare Hikari**

- **Fullblood**  
- **Color:** 100% Red  
- **SCD AA**  
- **Halter Broke**

- This young bull calf represents top of the line genetics. His sire “Tamanamu” needs no introduction. semen from Tamamaru sold for $2,200 a straw during the National Wagyu Sale in Florida. His pedigree gets even better as He is also related to many topnotch females such as Dai 8 Marunami and his mother is a full sister to the highest selling female sold at a public auction. This is one exceptional Bull Calf that has proven performance genetics. In addition to his beautiful deep red coat color he is a calm and easy going bull. He is halter broke and ready to pass on his performance bred genetics that has made his Sire and Dam some of the most sought after in the breed. He is AA and free of all defects.
**Bulls**

**Lot 43**

**LUV OZZIE AKA R09C**

FB26785  DOB: 05/20/2015  TATE: R09C  BULL

Owned by: RED BULL CATTLE MOLINO FL

- HB BIG AL 502
- HEART BRAND RED EMPEROR
- DAI 8 MARUNAMI J19461
- HEART BRAND RED EMPEROR
- THE WRIGHT WAGYU RUKU E157
- KALANGA TAMARUKO B300

- **Fullblood**
- **Color:** 100% Red
- **SCD AA**

This Bull’s sire is the famed son of Big Al and Dai 8 Marunami. His semen is rare and he is considered to be one of the best producers of early maturing cattle that do well on pasture. On the Dams side you get a cow bred by the well known genetics of Barbara Thompson in Australia from her top Maternal line. In addition to the cows maternal line she is also conformationally correct and produced The winner of “Grand Champion Fullblood Red Heifer” at the Houston show this year. These facts are a testament to the potential this deep red bull has to produce very correct, high growth and maternal offspring. He is AA and free of all genetic defects.

**Lot 44**

**SCHARDT-RUESHAW S245**

FB23775  DOB: 02/26/2016  TATE: S245  BULL

Owned by: SCHARDT CATTLE COMPANY CARLETON NE

- RUESHAW
- IWG RUESHAW 74Z
- GABNI RUBI
- HB BIG AL 502
- COATES TSUKI
- TWA MUSUME

- **Fullblood**
- **Color:** 100% Red

The sire of this bull is 74Z. Rueshaw 74Z has proven to produce heavy muscled calves with above average growth and good marbling. 74Zs sire was the 1975 Japanese National Champion and was the only national champion to leave Japan. Just like his sire, Lot 44 is thick throughout and has the performance to compete amongst the best. His dam brings even more value to the table as she is sired by Big Al, one of the best bulls to date in red genetics. This bull is a great candidate; he’ll pass on amazing cacaq style quality while being that front pasture kind.

**Lot 45**

**SCHARDT - UMEMARU 17**

FB20827  DOB: 03/12/2015  TATE: 17  BULL

Owned by: SCHARDT CATTLE COMPANY CARLETON NE

- WSI UMEMARU
- IWG UMEMARU 69Z
- JVP 702 HOMARE-27
- SHIGEMARU
- GABNI RUBI
- SUMO CATTLE CO HINODE C157

- **Fullblood**
- **Color:** 100% Red
- **SCD AA**

The sire of Lot 45 has some very impressive red bloodlines. His sire goes back to the great “Kaedemaru”, the first fullblood red Wagyu born outside Japan. Lot 45’s paternal grandsire was known to be a stout bull with great lines and show like features; he is no different. Lot 45 has it all and with Gabni Rubi by Shigemaru on the bottom side of the pedigree, there’s power in the blood.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BW</th>
<th>WW</th>
<th>CURRENT WEIGHT</th>
<th>IMF</th>
<th>REA</th>
<th>RIB FAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>474</td>
<td>1681</td>
<td>4.14</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WAGYU100 RUESHAW E81

**REG PENDING**  **DOB: 3/15/2017  **TAKE: E-81  **BULL

**OWNED BY:** WAGYU 100 MINEOLA TX

- **RUUEMI H39**
- **RUESHAW**
- **KIKUTAMA 14285**
- **HB BIG AL 502**
- **SOR MS BIG ALKARI #5**
- **UKB MS HIKARI HOMARE J30E**

- **RYUJI H20**
- **HARUMI H376**
- **SOCHI H10**
- **KIKUHANA F3449**
- **DAI 10 MITSUMARU**
- **AKIKO**
- **HIKARI**
- **JVP MS HOMARE J 30E**

- **Fullblood**
- **Sire:** 100% Red Dam: 100% Red

Wagyu100 brings you this one of a kind Rueshaw over Big Al Daughter Breeding. The inbreeding coefficient is 0%. That is correct 100% Red Wagyu 0% inbreeding coefficient. Rueshaw semen sales for over $5,000 per straw. Finding it is one thing finding someone to sale it to you is another. Rueshaw was the 1975 Japanese National Champion Bull. He was one of the first two original bulls to ever leave Japan in 1976. The dam in this mating is a daughter of HB Big Al. Big Al was the first Akaushi calf born outside of Japan. Big Al is the pride of Heartbrand company and to this day sits in the lobby of their corporate headquarters. Daughters of Big Al are limited, with Big Al semen getting less and less available and currently costing over $800 per straw. Rueshaw sons in general are very high in demand, throw in a daughter of Big Al as the dam and you have something special. Wagyu100 reserves 10% interest in semen from this bull for use limited to our breeding program. Bull will be held until 4 months of age at Wagyu100 at no charge. Free of all genetic disorders.

Lot 46

---

WAGYU100 SHIGEFUKU E44

**REG PENDING**  **DOB: 2/17/2017  **TAKE: E-44  **BULL

**OWNED BY:** WAGYU 100 MINEOLA TX

- **DAI 20 HIRASHIGE 287**
- **SHIGEFUKU J1822**
- **MORIKITA J141042**
- **TAMAMARU**
- **SOR MS TAMAKARI-HOMARE**
- **UKB MS HIKARI HOMARE J30E**

- **KEDAKA 7212**
- **DAI 13 HIRASHIGE**
- **HAYANOBU J9627**
- **KITAFUJI J1342299**

- **DAI GO TAMANAMI 96**
- **DAI 8 MARUNAMI J19461**
- **HIKARI**
- **JVP MS HOMARE J 30E**

- **Fullblood**
- **Sire:** 100% Black Dam: 100% Red

In this breeding Wagyu100 is bringing back the rare hard to find foundation bulls. The sire in this mating Shigefuku 005 is a bull bred from within the main Kedaka lines. He exhibits higher growth rates, body volume and desirable coat type. Shigefuku 005 weighed in at 1,735 lbs. at 23 months of age. There are no known reports of his full mature weight since he never left Japan but realistic estimates are 2,400 lbs. Shigefuku 005 was a bull that never left Japan, just his semen. Therefore, the supply of semen is almost nonexistent selling for $2,500 plus per straw. The dam of this breeding CHR MS Michifuku 2 is the daughter of Michifuku SCD Score of AA-5. Michifuku is thought to be the best carcass bull ever to leave Japan. Even with smaller framed offspring, his progeny’s carcass characteristics are superb. Michifuku was formerly the number one marbling bull in the U.S. Wagyu Sire Summary. On the bottom of CHR MS Michifuku 2’s pedigree you find Fukutsuru 068, the number one ranked bull in the U.S. Sire Summary. Fukutsuru 068 has an SCD Score of AA-8.

Lot 47

---

WAGYU100 KENHANAFUJI E42

**REG PENDING**  **DOB: 2/15/2017  **TAKE: E-42  **BULL

**OWNED BY:** WAGYU 100 MINEOLA TX

- **ITOHANA**
- **KENHANAFUJI**
- **HANA FUJI 472029**
- **KIKUTERUSHIGE**
- **CHR KIKUTERUSHIGE 618A**
- **CHR MS MICHIKIFU 433**

- **DAI 7 ITOZAKURA**
- **YOSHIFUKUHANA**
- **KENSEI 108**
- **HANAYUU 158303**

- **KIKUTERU DOI**
- **KIKUNAKA 6**
- **WORLD K’S MICHIKIFU**
- **CHR MS TAK 102L**

- **Fullblood**
- **Sire:** 100% Black Dam: 100% Black • Dam: F11C

Kenhanafuji was one of the most promising young bulls Japan had ever produced when he was snatched away by U.S. investors in the early 90’s and exported to America. Upon arriving in America a Japanese investor purchased Kenhanafuji for a reported $150,000 and took him back to Japan. With a limited supply of semen available offspring of Kenhanafuji has been very limited. semen on Kenhanafuji has sold recently for over $5,000 per straw. The dam of this bull is CHR Kikiterushige 618A. In her pedigree we find the great foundation sire of Kikiterushige on the top and a strong bottom of the pedigree with World K’s Michikifu and World Ks Takazakura. Wagyu100 is one of the first to offer this mating. Wagyu100 reserves 10% interest in semen from this bull for use limited to our breeding program.

Lot 48

---
WAGYU100 SANJIROU-1

**Lot 49**

- **DOB:** 09/01/2016
- **Tatt:** D9
- **Bull**
- **Owned by:** Wagyu 100 Mineola TX
- **Color:** 100% Black
- **Pedigree:**
  - ITOZURU DOI
  - CHR ITOZURU DOI 282T
  - SUZUTAKA 2
  - WORLD K'S SANJIROU
  - CHR MS SANJIROU 307T
  - MJB MS KITAFUKU 05K
  - ITOKUTATSURU
  - YASUIMI
  - WORLD K'S TAKAZAKURA
  - WORLD K'S SUZUTANI
  - WORLD K'S MICHIFUKU
  - WORLD K'S SUZUTANI
  - JVP FUKUTSURU-068
  - CHR MS KITAGUNI 037H

- **Fullblood**
- **This bull comes from one of the top donors at Wagyu 100 CHR MS Sanjirou 307T. She is the daughter of the great Sanjirou SCD AA-7 over a Fukutsuru 068 daughter. Fukutsuru 068 is the number one ranked bull in the US sire summary and has an SCD score of AA-7. The sire to this bull is Itozuru Doi 282T the son of the great Itozuru Doi 151. Doi 151 offspring are rare and highly sought after. The last reported sale of Doi 151 semen was over $9,000 per straw. This bull will have size and marbling. Wagyu100 reserves 10% interest in semen from this bull for the use limited to our breeding program.**

WAGYU100 KIKUYASU 400-1

**Lot 50**

- **DOB:** 07/28/2016
- **Tatt:** D9
- **Bull**
- **Owned by:** Wagyu 100 Mineola TX
- **Color:** 100% Black
- **Pedigree:**
  - BAR R SHIGESHIGETANI 30T
  - BAR R SABURO 53Y
  - BAR R MISS 2N
  - JVP KIKUYASU-400
  - CX4 MS YASU 181A
  - TBR YASU 2 9038W
  - WORLD K'S SHIGESHIGETANI
  - BAR R 68P
  - WORLD K'S SANJIROU
  - MISS BAR R 32T1H
  - KIKUYASU DOI 575
  - FUKUYOSHI 703223
  - LMR YOIJIMO
  - LMR MS SANJIROU 617S

- **Fullblood**
- **The sire on this bull is Bar R Saburo 53Y. 53Y has an SCD Score of VA-10. He is the son of the great BAR R 30-T. The dam on this mating is the daughter of Kikuyasu 400. Kikuyasu 400 was the largest Tajima bull brought into the USA. He has an SCD Score of AA-5. This is a bull that will have great size and tenderness. Wagyu100 reserves 10% interest in semen from this bull for the use limited to our breeding program.**

Thank you to all of those who participated in 2016
EMBRYOS
embryos sell per embryo times the number within the package

RHUBARB 2142A X MYERS-COOPER HONEY 7B608
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OWNED BY: MYERS - COOPER TX

RUESHAW 430
HEARTBRAND RHUBARB 2142A
HEARTBRAND BARBARA B5318R
HEARTBRAND KC S6368U
MYERS-COOPER HONEY 7B608
HEARTBRAND B2746R

- Fullblood
- Sire: AF40792 – Red Dam: AF44954 – Red
- 3 Embryos - conventional collection
- Stored at Stroud Embryo Service Weatherford, TX - shipping is the buyer's responsibility
- Registrable through the American Akaushi Association
- Honey 7B608's sire, KC S6368U, was an elite bull in HeartBrand's herd that died too young and only a very limited amount of semen was collected and not for sale. This is a very progressive mating that was designed by Dr. Cooper to maximize phenotypic quality and marbling potential while maintaining calving ease. This is the first time embryos out of a Rueshaw son and KC S6368U daughter have ever been offered.

SOR HASTINGS 1066 X MYERS-COOPER QUEEN S2409R
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OWNED BY: MYERS - COOPER TX

HB BIG AL 502
SOR HASTINGS 1066
WSI KAEDEMARU 2
SHIGEMARU
MYERS-COOPER QUEEN S2409R
HEARTBRAND B0905J

dai 10 MITSUMARU
AKIKO
TAMAMARU
KAEDEMARU
DAI-NI 2 SHIGENAMI TOKKYU 27
DAI-YON 4 AKIBARE TOKKYU 3357
BIG AL
FUYUKO

- Fullblood
- Sire: FB23378 – Red Dam: AF2666 – Light Red
- 3 Embryos - conventional collection
- Stored at Stroud Embryo Service Weatherford, TX - shipping is the buyer's responsibility
- Registrable through the American Akaushi Association
- Queen is one of the top Akaushi cows in the breed based on progeny generating ability alone. Dr. Cooper has seen over 20 sons of Queen developed to breeding age and phenotypically she ranks in the top 3 cows he has ever seen in person. Combining Queen with Hasting's dam Kaedemaru 2 will be spectacular. Two elite maternal lines in one genetic package.
EMBRYOS

embryos sell per embryo times the number within the package
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TF ITOMICHI X 2+K YASUKO 178/59J

ITOMICHI

TF ITOMICHI ½

DAI 2 KINTOU

WORLD K’S YASUFUKU JR

2+K YASUKO 178/59J

2+K ASAKO 08

Dai 7 itoZaKura

TOMISAKAE 2/1

DAI 3 KIYOHIME

EZOKINTOU 1A

YASUFUKU 930

KANEKO 5

JVP FUKUTSURU-068

CHR MS HIRASHIGE 056J

- Fullblood  • Sire: FB2126 - Black Dam: FB15287 – Black
- 5 Embryos
- Stored at Reproduction Enterprises Stillwater, OK - shipping is the buyer's responsibility
- Grade 1 Embryos
- Itomichi 1/2, the sire of there embryos, is known to have high grade cows that consistently produce large quality beef from the Dai Ni Kinto line in his pedigree. The dam of these embryos is sired by Yasufuku Jr bringing even more power to the mating.
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MICHIYOSHI X BMR MS. HIRASHIGETAYASU 777

WORLD K’S SANJIROU

MICHIYOSHI

CHR MS FUKUTSURU 107L

BAR R 37R

BMR MS. HIRASHIGETAYASU 777

CHR MS KIMIFUKU 455

WORLD K’S MICHIFUKU

WORLD K’S SUZUTANI

JVP FUKUTSURU-068

CHR MS TAKAZAKURA 044J

HIRASHIGETAYASU J2351

BR MS MICHIFUKU T4E 8605

ITOZURU DOI

TF 709

- Fullblood  • Sire: FB9420 – Black Dam: FB20044 - Black
- 5 Embryos
- Stored at Genex Cooperative Inc. Strafford, MO - shipping is the buyer's responsibility
- This rare pairing is guaranteed to have the desirable BC BB or CC Exon Gene for marbling and growth. Sire, has a double copies of the Stearoyl CoA Desaturase gene, SCD: AA. He also possesses seven of the eight Pfizer high marbling genes, five of the six tenderness genes and seven of the eight feed efficiency genes. Michiyoshi is the number 5 marbling bull and who’s ribeye EPD is +.58. His sire, Sanjirou, is a linebred Yasumi Doi J10328 bull. Yasumi Doi J10328 sired Yasutaniidoi J472 and grandisired both Fukutsuru 068 and Yasufuku 930. Sanjirou is out of the prominent Japanese cow Suzutani, who represents one of the most potent bloodlines in Japan. Her great-grandsire, Yasumi Doi J10328, is widely known for his ability to produce excellent meat quality and size. Suzutani’s sire was Tanishige 1526, whose progeny test results demonstrate that he has heritable traits with a BMS score +3.1 (above the national average of +2.1) and a yield grade of 72.7 percent. Offspring will carry a copy of the High Marbling Exon 5 genes Type B or C. Michiyoshi semen is not available anymore so this is a wonderful opportunity and to mix Jiro into it makes this package even sweeter.
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MICHIYOSHI X BMR MS. JIRO

WORLD K’S SANJIROU

MICHIYOSHI

CHR MS FUKUTSURU 107L

BAR R JIRO 22T

BMR MS. JIRO (25)

CHR MS KIMIFUKU 455

WORLD K’S MICHIFUKU

WORLD K’S SUZUTANI

JVP FUKUTSURU-068

CHR MS TAKAZAKURA 044J

JVP FUKUTSURU-068

BAR R MISS 2N

ITOZURU DOI

TF 709

- Fullblood  • Sire: FB9420 – Black Dam: FB21003 - Black
- 5 Embryos
- Stored at Genex Cooperative Inc. Strafford, MO - shipping is the buyer's responsibility
- This rare pairing is guaranteed to have the desirable BC BB or CC Exon Gene for marbling and growth. Sire, has a double copies of the Stearoyl CoA Desaturase gene, SCD: AA. He also possesses seven of the eight Pfizer high marbling genes, five of the six tenderness genes and seven of the eight feed efficiency genes. Michiyoshi is the number 5 marbling bull and who’s ribeye EPD is +.58. His sire, Sanjirou, is a linebred Yasumi Doi J10328 bull. Yasumi Doi J10328 sired Yasutaniidoi J472 and grandisired both Fukutsuru 068 and Yasufuku 930. Sanjirou is out of the prominent Japanese cow Suzutani, who represents one of the most potent bloodlines in Japan. Her great-grandsire, Yasumi Doi J10328, is widely known for his ability to produce excellent meat quality and size. Suzutani’s sire was Tanishige 1526, whose progeny test results demonstrate that he has heritable traits with a BMS score +3.1 (above the national average of +2.1) and a yield grade of 72.7 percent. Offspring will carry a copy of the High Marbling Exon 5 genes Type B or C. Michiyoshi semen is not available anymore so this is a wonderful opportunity and to mix Jiro into it makes this package even sweeter.
**EMBRYOS**

Embryos sell per embryo times the number within the package

---

**BAR R ARIMURA 30B X MFC MS ITOMORITAKA 540C**

Owned by: High Hopes Ranch Bloomer WI

- Purebred • Sire: PB17438-Black Dam: FB21102 - Black
- 6 Embryos • Conventional collection • Exportable
- Stored at Buchner ET Services New Auburn, WI - shipping is the buyer's responsibility
- Sired by Bar R Arimura 30B, the first homozygous polled purebred Wagyu bull registered by Bar R Cattle Co. Bar R Arimura is grandsired by Shigeshigetani 30T who ranks #1 for ribeye, #1 for carcass weight and #8 for marbling. Bar R Arimura’s dam, Bar R 5U, also has a great pedigree including Takazakura, Michifuku and JVP Fukutsuru 068; she sold at an auction last year for $34,000! The dam of the embryos is a fullblood daughter of MFC Itomoritaka 0-41 who has sired class winners at the National Western Stock Show in Denver. She is a great combination of Itomoritaka, Michifuku, JVP Kikuyasu 400 and Sanjirou! The offspring from these embryos will be polled and will have over 99.2% Wagyu blood. Don’t miss out on this opportunity to bring some of the next great polled Wagyu genetics to your ranch! Embryos are exportable and free of all genetic disorders.

---

**“BRADY” 2627A X LAG B1002P**

Owned by: Legendary Akaushi Genetics Kady TX

- Fullblood • Sire: AF52168 – Red Dam: FB25318 - Red
- 3 Embryos
- Stored at Elgin Breeding Services Elgin, TX - shipping is the buyer's responsibility
- B1002P is another one of the Big Al by Fuyuko girls in our donor program, we apologize for not having her picture but can confirm her conformation is much like her sisters B0589P & B1815P. The old girl boast a tenderness rating of 5 and an SCD of AA. She is 13 years old, has a perfect calving record and is still one of our top embryo producers. In Legendary’s view, the mating of B1002P with Brady was a continuation of a strategy to breed Rueshaw genetics into 1994 foundation cows to determine how his genetics impact carcass characteristics. So far he has not disappointed. Brady is currently registered with the American Akaushi Association and will be registered in the American Wagyu Association.
EMBRYOS
embryos sell per embryo times the number within the package

LAG MR HONJO MASAMUNE X NIKKI S1029P

58
OWNED BY: LEGENDARY AKAUSHI GENETICS KATY TX

HEART BRAND RED EMPEROR
LAG MR HONJO MASAMUNE
KAEDEMARU
SHIGEMARU
LAG S1029P
AKIKO

HB BIG AL 502
DAI 8 MARUNAMI J19461
DAI 10 MITSUMARU
DAI-SAN NAMIKI NI
DAI 2 SHIGENAMI
DAI YON AKIBE 3357
NAMIMARU
MITSUKO B 9639

FULLBLOOD • Sire: FB24705 – Red Dam: 24700 – Red
• Dam F11 50%
• 3 Embryos
• Stored at Elgin Breeding Services Elgin, TX - shipping is the buyer’s responsibility
• Nikki, One of the top donors to ever live on the HeartBrand Ranch and Honjo, Kaedemaru’s final salute to Akaushi breeders everywhere. This breeding is so full of symbolism that it makes you forget about its substance. Nikki a late in her career F-11 free Shigemaru by Akiko cow that’s dominated the Heartbrand landscape for years bred to Honjo, the new F-11 free Kaedemaru by Heart Brand Red Emperor son who plans to take over where his big brother Umemaru left off. This breeding is pure Akaushi Horsepower that boasts too many 1st to count. Nikki, a proven producer, she’s produced great calf after great calf, Honjo just getting started, but has a pedigree full of promise & performance. Be the 1st to put these outstanding genetics to work on your ranch. (Dual Registration Genetics)

LAG MR HONJO MASAMUNE X NIKKI S1029P

“BRADY” 2627A X LAG B1439P

59
OWNED BY: LEGENDARY AKAUSHI GENETICS KATY TX

RUESHAW 430
“BRADY” 2627A
HEARTBRAND Z1118P
HB BIG AL 502
LAG B1439P
DAI 8 MARUNAMI J19461

RUEMEI H39
FB2 KIKUTAMA 14285
RUESHAW 430
AKIKO
dAI 10 MITSUMARU
AKIKO
DAI 3 MITSUMARU 30
DAI 7 MARUNAMI J14289

FULLBLOOD • Sire: AF51268 – Red Dam: FB25315 - Red
• 3 Embryos
• Stored at Elgin Breeding Services Elgin, TX- shipping is the buyer’s responsibility
• If you started to think this breeding was all about Rueshaw think again… B1439P is the Heart Brand Red Emperors Sister, her breeding is Big Al by the Governor Award winning cow Dai 8 Marunami and Brady’s breeding is Rueshaw by the Z-Cow (Rueshaw by Akiko) making him a double bred Rueshaw son. This breeding will mesh B1439P’s height and length with Brady’s mass, muscle and carcass improvement characteristics. This is another one of our breedings that blends Rueshaw’s known tendencies with some of the best 1994 foundation genetics. (These are Dual Registration Genetics) Brady is currently registered with the American Akaushi Association and is currently being registered in the American Wagyu Association.
EMBRYOS
embryos sell per embryo times the number within the package

**ITOMICHI 1/2 X ESF KOBE 29-254**

**OWNED BY: ROCKING 711 RANCH SUGAR LAND TX**

- **ITOMICHI**
- **ITOMICHI ½**
- **DAI 2 KINTOU**
- **CHR MS ITOZURU DOI 364**
- **ESF KOBE 29-254**
- **ESF MICHIHUKU 614-029**

- **DAI 7 ITOZAKURA**
- **TOMISAKAE 2/1**
- **DAI 3 KIYOHIME**
- **EZO KINTOU 1A**
- **ITOZURU DOI**
- **CF504**
- **WORLD K’S MICHIHUKU**
- **BR MS FUKUTSURU 0614**

**Specifications:**
- **Fullblood**
- **5 Embryos**
- **Conventionally collected**
- **Stored at Agrimark Genetic Services Kingsbury, TX**
- **Shipping is the buyer’s responsibility**
- **This pairing is 100% Black Genetics embryos. The sire, Itomichi 1/2, is well regarded for increasing size and maternal characteristics in calves, without compromising marbling. The dam, ESF Kobe 29-254 is grand-sired by the highly sought-after Itozuru Doi and also has Itoshigenami, Michifuku and Fukutsuru-068 in the pedigree, and SCD is AA and Tenderness is 9! Based upon the pedigree, this pairing should yield good size, high marbling offspring with good milk production. The inbreeding coefficient of this pairing is 3%. Both the sire and the dam are tested free of the known genetic defects. Embryos are grade 1 and are located at Agrimark Genetic Services in Kingsbury, Texas, where the conventional flush was performed.**

**ITOMICHI 1/2 X TAK MS ITOZURU DOI 069**

**OWNED BY: ROCKING 711 RANCH SUGAR LAND TX**

- **ITOMICHI**
- **ITOMICHI ½**
- **DAI 2 KINTOU**
- **ITOZURU DOI**
- **TAK MS ITOZURU 069**
- **MJB MS SHINYU 014M**

- **DAI 7 ITOZAKURA**
- **TOMISAKAE 2/1**
- **DAI 3 KIYOHIME**
- **EZO KINTOU 1A**
- **ITOKITATSURU**
- **YASU HIME**
- **WORLD K’S SUZUTANI**
- **HEART BRAND RED STAR**
- **KALANGA HIKOHOMARE WV36**
- **SHIGEMARU**
- **JVP MS HOMARE HIKARI**

**Specifications:**
- **Fullblood**
- **5 Embryos**
- **Conventionally collected**
- **Stored at Agrimark Genetic Services Kingsbury, TX**
- **Shipping is the buyer’s responsibility**
- **This pairing is 100% Black Genetics. The sire, Itomichi 1/2, is well regarded for increasing size and maternal characteristics in calves, without compromising marbling. The dam, TAK Ms Itozuru 069, was sired by Itozuru Doi out of a dam with Kitaguni Jr., Michifuku and Fukutsuru 068 in the pedigree. The inbreeding coefficient of this pairing is 3%. The dam has been a successful donor cow for us. Both the sire and the dam are tested free of the known genetic defects. Embryos are grade 1 and are located at Agrimark Genetic Services in Kingsbury, Texas, where the conventional flush was performed.**

**CHR ITOZURU DOI 282T X ROWE MS RED STAR**

**OWNED BY: ROWE CATTLE CO LINCOLN AR**

- **ITOZURU DOI**
- **CHR ITOZURU DOI 282T**
- **SUZUTAKA 2**
- **KALANGA RED STAR**
- **ROWE MS RED STAR 803 ID**

- **ITOKITATSURU**
- **YASU HIME**
- **WORLD K’S TAKAZAKURA**
- **WORLD K’S SUZUTANI**
- **HEART BRAND RED STAR**
- **KALANGA HIKOHOMARE WV36**
- **SHIGEMARU**
- **JVP MS HOMARE HIKARI**

**Specifications:**
- **Fullblood**
- **5 Embryos**
- **Conventionally collected**
- **Stored at Four Corners Embryo Transfer Strang, OK**
- **Shipping is the buyer’s responsibility**
- **This Red/Black combination contains all the genetics needed to produce a high quality carcass animal. On the black side there is Itozuru Doi, Suzutani and Takazakura. Itozuru Doi has been compared to Michifuku and Shigemaru, Hikari and Namimaru are the sires from the Akaushi side of the pedigree. There are genetics for growth, milk, and ability to marble on grass. The primarily Tajima Wagyu genetics offers the high marbling characteristics. Best of both worlds.**

Suzutani is considered to be one of the best females ever exported from Japan. Shigemaru, Hikari and Namimaru are the sires from the Akaushi side of the pedigree. There are genetics for growth, milk, and ability to marble on grass. The primarily Tajima Wagyu genetics offers the high marbling characteristics. Best of both worlds.
EMBRYOS
embryos sell per embryo times the number within the package

WORLD K’S BEIJIROU X JB 100 KIKUHANA

- **Fullblood**
- Sire: FB2289 – Black Dam: FB8297 – Black
- **7 Embryos**
- Stored at Trans Ova Centerville, TX - shipping is the buyer’s responsibility
- In the dam of this mating you find a great lineup of foundation bulls. World K’s Michifuku, World K’s Takazakura, and a double TF Kikuhana. The dam has an SCD score of VA-6. The bull in this mating is Beijirou. Beijirou is a bull that has extremely limited semen available and what is available sells for over $2,500 per straw. He is the son of Okutani one of the original females imported with Suzutani.

WORLD K’S BEIJIROU X JB 100 FUKUKANE

- **Fullblood**
- Sire: FB2289 – Black Dam: FB8298 - Black
- **7 Embryos**
- Stored at Trans Ova Centerville, TX - shipping is the buyer’s responsibility
- The dam in this mating is our number one donor producing on average 21 embryos per flush. She has a unique line breeding of World K’s Takazakura. She has an SCD score of VA-9. The bull in this mating is Beijirou. Beijirou is a bull that has extremely limited semen available and what is available sells for over $2,500 per straw. He is the son of Okutani one of the original females imported with Suzutani.

WORLD K’S SANJIROU X MITSU-SURU

- **Fullblood**
- Sire: FB2501 – Black Dam: FB8955 – Black
- **8 Embryos**
- Stored at Champion Genetics Canton, TX - shipping is the buyer’s responsibility
- The dam in this mating is loaded with foundation bulls, Hirashigetayasu, TF Kikuhana, World K’s Takazakura, and a double TF Kikuhana. The bull in this mating is Sanjirou. Sanjirou has an SCD Score of AA-7. If you like foundation genetics this breeding has it.

MFC MICHINYOSHI 522C X 2+K KAGAYAKI 010

- **Fullblood**
- Sire: FB21095 - Black Dam: FB7866 - Black
- **8 Embryos**
- Stored at Champion Genetics Canton, TX - shipping is the buyer’s responsibility
- The dam in this mating is a World K’s Shigishigitani daughter. On the bottom of the dam’s pedigree you find additional size with Hirashigetayasu and World K’s Takazakura. The sire in this mating is our own MFC Michiyoshi 522C. Michiyoshi 522C has an SCD Score of AA-10. He is the son of the late Michiyoshi who was the number two ranked genetic free bull in the US Sire Summary. Largest AA-10 bull available.
EMBRYOS
embryos sell per embryo times the number within the package

**LMR RMW ITOMORITAKA X FFX MALACHITE**

**OWNED BY: WAGYU SHIMIZU CARSON VA**

**ITOMORITAKA J2703**

**LMR RMW ITOMORITAKA**

**LMR MS SANJIROU 767T**

**HANSOKU**

**FFX MALACHITE**

**HW DAI NAMI DOI 28X**

- **Sire:** FB14234 – Black Dam: FB19542 - Black
- **5 Embryos - conventionally collected - grade 1**
- **Stored at Ashby Embryos Rockingham, VA - shipping is the buyer's responsibility**
- **FFX Malachite came from the downsized Empire State Farm program where Dr. Sherwood described the Sutton Creek bred daughter of 28X as "phenotypically spectacular". 28X roots start with Fujiko and work up to possibly the best growth, carcass, and marbling genetics exported from Japan; Itomichi, Itozuru Doi 151, & Itoshigenami. Malachite's sire, Hanshoku, a more muscular bull than his full brother Shigeshigetani brings the Suzatani and Haruki II genes many Wagyu breeders desire. FFX Malachite has great strength, is a balanced Tajima & Ito cow that is gentle and has been a great mother with ample milk. She has averaged 26 embryos per flush and we expect that fertility and mothering ability to carry down to her offspring. We looked for sires heavy in Kedaka influence to match with Malachite, similar to what we observed while visiting cow/calf farms in Nagasaki Prefecture, Japan, home of the 2012 Zenkyo "Prime Minister Award" (Grand Champion) Carcass. After much research and consultation, we are proud to offer embryos from two of our flushes. The 1st sire needs little introduction, (FB14234) LMR RMW Tomoritaka “Rocky”, bred by Lone Mountain and now owned by Rocky Mountain Wagyu. Rocky has more registered offspring than any other bull born in the last 10 years. His breeding is similar to the top bulls used in Southern Japan (40% Kedaka, 35% Ito, and 25% Tajima) which produce long, thick, and deep cattle. Rocky's dam 767T, the matriarch of an incredible cow family is a breeding of Sanjirou and Nakazakura, mixing Tajima influence with the structural correctness of Nakazakura. She is consistently passing on this elite structure being the Dam and Grand Dam of numerous Champions at the livestock shows in Denver, Louisville & Houston. Rocky, based on his pedigree and Australian EBV's, should bring trait leading ribeye, growth, milk, carcass yield, and marbling fineness to his offspring. Calves produced from this pairing will be: 40% Tajima, 35% Ito, & 25% Kedaka. All offspring will be SCD AA and recessive free by pedigree.

**UKB MR YASUUSHIGEFUKU X FFX MALACHITE**

**OWNED BY: WAGYU SHIMIZU CARSON VA**

**005 SHIGEFUKU 13M**

**UKB MR YASUUSHIGEFUKU**

**JVP MS YASUSHIGE 6208**

**HANSOKU**

**FFX MALACHITE**

**HW DAI NAMI DOI 28X**

- **Sire:** FB11972 – Black Dam: FB19542 - Black
- **5 Embryos - conventionally collected - grade 1**
- **Stored at Ashby Embryos Rockingham, VA - shipping is the buyer's responsibility**
- **The sire of the 2nd flushing, (FB11972) UKB Mr. Yasushigefuku comes from the unparalleled UKB program and is a producer of top performance and phenotypically consistent females. Dai 20 Hirashige, a Grand Sire and Great Grand Sire on opposite sides of the pedigree is considered the most influential descendant of Kedaka and is known to pass on great growth and deep bodies to his offspring. Yasushigeefuku's genetic breakdown is also closer in line to the bulls in Southern Japan (50% Kedaka, 25% Ito, & 25% Tajima) and should produce long, deep, thick offspring, and great mothers. ½ of the straws used in this flush were Female Sorted semen increasing the probability of having heifer offspring. Calves produced from this pairing will be 40% Tajima, 32% Ito, & 28% Kedaka. I expect them to have a SCD AA score and are recessive free by pedigree.**
• Fullblood • Color: 100% Black
• 5 Units
• Stored at Hawkeye Breeders Adel IA - shipping is the buyer’s responsibility
• Here we have the chance to purchase semen from a bull that double copies of the Stearoyl CoA Desaturase gene, SCD: AA. He also possesses seven of the eight feed efficiency genes, five of the six tenderness genes and seven of the eight marbling genes. Lot 53 is the number 5 marbling bull and who’s sire with some variation in his genetics. Weighed at just over two and after coming out of the cows he was 1540 lbs, height 58”, scrotal 37 cm and a big rib eye of 97 sq. cm. He is a very long and very correct bull who is free of all genetic disorders and his first calves show thickness with refinement in the front end as one might expect from this long, smooth bull. The sire of Tambo is Tambo E161 who is by Tamamaru and out of the great matron Kalanga Shigehomare B234, he is also the dam of Master Chef E146. The dam of H18 is quite an exceptional cow by HB Big Al, she is a very big cow, attractive and high performing.

ACADEMY TAMBO H18

F819520 DOB: 11/21/2012 TAT: ARWFJH008

• Fullblood • Color: 100% Red
• F11 21%
• 15 Units
• Stored at Hawkeye Breeders Adel IA - shipping is the buyer’s responsibility
• Selling 10 doses of semen Tambo H18 is the 2016 Bull “Champion of the World” in the competition run by Wagyu Breeder. Tambo H18 is an exciting young sire with some variation in his genetics. Weighed at just over two and after coming out of the cows he was 1540 lbs, height 58”, scrotal 37 cm and a big rib eye of 97 sq. cm. He is a very long and very correct bull who is free of all genetic disorders and his first calves show thickness with refinement in the front end as one might expect from this long, smooth bull. The sire of Tambo is Tambo E161 who is by Tamamaru and out of the great matron Kalanga Shigehomare B234, she is also the dam of Master Chef E146. The dam of H18 is quite an exceptional cow by HB Big Al, she is a very big cow, attractive and high performing. Tambo H18 will grow out to be a very big bull and is well suited to the smaller, thicker Red Wagyu cattle to add weight, milk and marbling. Neither Recital nor Tambo have ever been grain fed, both were used as yearlings and are photographed in normal paddock condition.

ACADEMY RECITAL J34

F819523 DOB: 09/18/2013 TAT: ARWFJH0034

• Fullblood • Color: 100% Red
• F11 10%
• 15 Units
• Stored at Hawkeye Breeders Adel IA - shipping is the buyer’s responsibility
• Selling 10 doses of semen The dam of Recital J34 is Academy Reiko F10, the 2016 Cow “Champion of the World” in the competition run by Wagyu Breeder. Recital J34 is an outstanding young sire, a natural born calf 35 Kgs at birth and a 17 month weight of 1240 lbs. after a season of naturally joining a group of heifers. He structure is exceptional; he is thick and square, stands beautifully on his feet and legs and moves very freely with grace and balance. He is a very easy doing bull, always maintaining his condition. He is a 6.5 frame bull and his testicles are extremely large as were his sires. He is sired by Sumo Big Al E211 a big, extremely good looking sire who had an SCJD test of AA for the best fat. The Big Al line is known to be the highest marbling Red Wagyu bull in Australia. The dam of Recital J34 is the very beautiful Academy Reiko F10 and her maternal grand dam is the great matron Kalanga B234 the dam of Master Chef. His first calves are already showing the exceptional quality that he has. Neither Recital nor Tambo have ever been grain fed, both were used as yearlings and are photographed in normal paddock condition.

MICHIIYOSHI

F97982 DOB: 02/22/2006 TAT: AWB 2234

• Fullblood • Color: 100% Black
• 5 Units
• Stored at Hawkeye Breeders Adel IA - shipping is the buyer’s responsibility
• Here we have the chance to purchase semen from a bull that double copies of the Stearoyl CoA Desaturase gene, SCD: AA. He also possesses seven of the eight Pfizer high marbling genes, five of the six tenderness genes and seven of the eight feed efficiency genes. Lot 53 is the number 5 marbling bull and who’s ribeye EPD is +58. His sire, Sanjiro, is a linebred Y asumi Doi J10328 bull. Y asumi Doi is widely known for his ability to produce excellent meat quality and size. Suzutani’s sire was Tanishige 1526, whose progeny test results demonstrate that he has heritable traits with a BMS score +3.1 (above the national average of +2.1) and a yield grade of 72.7 percent. Offspring will carry a copy of the High Marbling Exon 5 genes Type B or C.
**RED EMPEROR**

**FB14999**  
**DOB:** 03/22/2000  
**TATT:** 2139  
**OWNED BY:** CRESCENT HARBOR RANCH OAK HARBOR WA

- **DAI 10 MITSUMARU**
- **HB BIG AL 502**
- **MITSUKO 8 9639**
- **DAI 3 MITSUMARU 30**
- **DAI 8 MARUNAMI J19461**
- **DAI 7 MARUNAMI J14289**

**Semen** sells per unit times the number within the package.

- **Fullblood**  
- **Color:** 100% Red  
- **5 Units** (Female Sexed)

- Stored at Hawkeye Breeders Adel IA - shipping is the buyer’s responsibility.
- Red Emperor is a thick easy fleshing bull that has been proven to sire cattle with good growth and good dispositions. Red Emperor has also shown he can sire offspring with excellent marbling. Within the breed his daughters are great mothers raise calves with exceptional weaning weights. His sons are early maturing and impressive.

**KENHANAFUJI**

**FB2461**  
**DOB:** 12/16/1993  
**TATT:** 57  
**OWNED BY:** CRESCENT HARBOR RANCH OAK HARBOR WA

- **DAI 7 ITOIZAKURA**
- **YOSHIFUKUHANA**
- **KENSEI 108**
- **HANA FUJI 472029**
- **HANAYUU 158303**

- **Fullblood**  
- **Color:** 100% Black  
- **5 Units**

- Stored at Hawkeye Breeders Adel IA - shipping is the buyer’s responsibility.
- K Kenhanafuji is known to be one of the best marbling foundation sires of the red Wagyu/Akaushi breed. This semen is hard to find due to both its limited amounts and more importantly due to the demand for the genetics. Don’t miss this opportunity as finding this semen is becoming more and more impossible.

**HIKARI**

**FB2455**  
**DOB:** 02/25/1993  
**TATT:** 251830  
**OWNED BY:** CRESCENT HARBOR RANCH OAK HARBOR WA

- **DAI 2 MITSUMARU**
- **DAI 10 MITSUMARU**
- **GODAI**
- **NAMIMARU**
- **KAZUTOMO 92998**
- **KUMI**

- **Fullblood**  
- **Color:** 100% Red  
- **5 Units**

- Stored at Hawkeye Breeders Adel IA - shipping is the buyer’s responsibility.
- Hikari is known to be one of the best marbling foundation sires of the red Wagyu/Akaushi breed. This semen is hard to find due to both its limited amounts and more importantly due to the demand for the genetics. Don’t miss this opportunity as finding this semen is becoming more and more impossible.

**JVP KIKUYASU-400**

**FB2100**  
**DOB:** 01/22/1992  
**TATT:** 400  
**OWNED BY:** CRESCENT HARBOR RANCH OAK HARBOR WA

- **KIKUNORI DOI 9285**
- **KIKUYASU DOI 575**
- **MURAYOSHI 74233**
- **KIKUTERU DOI**
- **FUKUYOSHI 703223**
- **FUKUCHIYOSHI 509700**

- **Fullblood**  
- **Color:** 100% Black  
- **5 Units**

- Stored at Hawkeye Breeders Adel IA - shipping is the buyer’s responsibility.
- Lot 75 is a 100% Tajima blood bull and the heaviest Tajima bull imported. He produces top carcasses and big rib eyed cattle. He has sired some outstanding females. JVP Kikuyasu 400 blood is found in a number of top producing female bloodlines and should not be underestimated as a stud sire, especially in breeders wishing to get frame score into females with Tajima blood.
A limited amount of semen was imported. "Westholme" bull to use but, he is more important than all other original "Westholme" bulls combined for improving Wagyu functionality and structure. Only rate, calm dispositions, and show me the traits I look for as indicators of improved milking ability. In my opinion, he is not only the most important original I am aware of, I would not put any other beef sire ahead of Shigefuku for bone quality and bone structure. Shigefuku offspring also have excellent growth very consistent. Most are among the very most correct Wagyu I have studied. Beyond this I will even say after evaluating thousands of cattle, of all the sires offspring in the US that I have not had the opportunity to study. I have also analyzed all those I know of yet to be registered. The Shigefuku progeny are and Kedaka genetics. Shigefuku was a large impressive bull with strong growth genetics; he weighed 1735# at 23 months. There are no registered Shigefuku sire among imported Wagyu bulls available to US breeders. Shigefuku is 3/4 Kedaka and 1/4 Tottori, and is the only bull available in the US with 100% Tottori on in Japan, sought out, found, and began to use a very special Wagyu bull. A line bred bull that is predictable in his ability to pass onto his offspring genetics to improve Wagyu, such as better skeletal quality and better skin and hair quality. Recently a few US Wagyu breeders more aware of the real breeding going on in Japan, sought out, found, and began to use a very special Wagyu bull. A line bred bull that is predictable in his ability to pass onto his offspring genetics vitally needed for the long term improvement of Wagyu in the US. That bull is Shigefuku J1822 (also known as Westholme 005).Shigefuku J1822 is a unique sire among imported Wagyu bulls available to US breeders. Shigefuku is 3/4 Kedaka and 1/4 Tottori, and is the only bull available in the US with 100% Tottori and Kedaka genetics. Shigefuku was a large impressive bull with strong growth genetics; he weighed 1735# at 23 months. There are no registered Shigefuku offspring in the US that I have not had the opportunity to study. I have also analyzed all those I know of yet to be registered. The Shigefuku progeny are very consistent. Most are among the very most correct Wagyu I have studied. Beyond this I will even say after evaluating thousands of cattle, of all the sires I am aware of, I would not put any other beef sire ahead of Shigefuku for bone quality and bone structure. Shigefuku offspring also have excellent growth rate, calm dispositions, and show me the traits I look for as indicators of improved milking ability. In my opinion, he is not only the most important original “Westholme” bull to use but, he is more important than all other original “Westholme” bulls combined for improving Wagyu functionality and structure. Only a limited amount of semen was imported. Written by: Eldon Clawson

### Shigefuku J1822
- **Lot 76**
- **DOB:** 05/30/1986
- **TATF:** ETJ 005
- **Owned by:** Crescent Harbor Ranch Oak Harbor WA

- **Fullblood**
- **Color:** 100% Black
- **5 Units**
- **Stored at Hawkeye Breeders Adel IA - shipping is the buyer’s responsibility**

In Japan, a recent report shows the Kedaka strain’s influence in current Wagyu produced is over 60%. Further, the influence of Kedaka in Black Wagyu now being produced is over three times that of all Tajima strains and sub strains combined. Careful record keeping and extensive testing and analysis have led their direction and progress. Japanese breeders have made progress in functionality and performance as well as carcass improvement. Many have heard that Kedaka progeny have good growth and improve milking ability in Wagyu. Less well known are the other qualities for which the Japanese use Kedaka genetics to improve Wagyu, such as better skeletal quality and better skin and hair quality. Recently a few US Wagyu breeders more aware of the real breeding going on in Japan, sought out, found, and began to use a very special Wagyu bull. A line bred bull that is predictable in his ability to pass onto his offspring genetics vitally needed for the long term improvement of Wagyu in the US. That bull is Shigefuku J1822 (also known as Westholme 005).Shigefuku J1822 is a unique sire among imported Wagyu bulls available to US breeders. Shigefuku is 3/4 Kedaka and 1/4 Tottori, and is the only bull available in the US with 100% Tottori and Kedaka genetics. Shigefuku was a large impressive bull with strong growth genetics; he weighed 1735# at 23 months. There are no registered Shigefuku offspring in the US that I have not had the opportunity to study. I have also analyzed all those I know of yet to be registered. The Shigefuku progeny are very consistent. Most are among the very most correct Wagyu I have studied. Beyond this I will even say after evaluating thousands of cattle, of all the sires I am aware of, I would not put any other beef sire ahead of Shigefuku for bone quality and bone structure. Shigefuku offspring also have excellent growth rate, calm dispositions, and show me the traits I look for as indicators of improved milking ability. In my opinion, he is not only the most important original “Westholme” bull to use but, he is more important than all other original “Westholme” bulls combined for improving Wagyu functionality and structure. Only a limited amount of semen was imported. Written by: Eldon Clawson

### MT Fuji
- **Lot 77**
- **DOB:** 01/08/1974
- **TATE:** 74-K1647
- **Owned by:** Crescent Harbor Ranch Oak Harbor WA

- **Fullblood**
- **Color:** 100% Black
- **CHS 99%**
- **5 Units**
- **Stored at Hawkeye Breeders Adel IA - shipping is the buyer’s responsibility**

In 1976 there was two black Wagyu bulls imported from Japan; Mazda and MT Fuji. MT Fuji originated from the Hyogo Prefecture and is heavy breeding from the Tajima line. MT Fuji was the beginning of forming the Wagyu herd in the United States as we know it today. Semen on this bull is rare and hard to find. This is an opportunity to incorporate original bloodlines into your program!

### MFC Michiyoshi 522C
- **Lot 78**
- **DOB:** 03/19/2015
- **TATE:** MFC 222
- **Owned by:** Wagyu 100 Mineola TX

- **Fullblood**
- **Color:** 100% Black
- **10 Units - EU Qualified for export**
- **Stored at Hawkeye Breeders Adel IA - shipping is the buyer’s responsibility**

MFC Michiyoshi 522C is the only DNA Verified SCD AA-10 son of the late Michiyoshi. Michiyoshi the sire of MFC Michiyoshi 522C was the #1 ranked bull free from genetic disorder in the 2014 AWA Wagyu Bull Trials. His semen sold for $1,000 per unit at the 2017 Denver Wagyu auction. MFC Michiyoshi 522C is well on his way to exceed his sire bringing not only a higher SCD score of AA-10 but also a drastic increase in size.

### TBR Yasukaneko 1074X
- **Lot 79**
- **DOB:** 10/24/2010
- **TATE:** 1074X
- **Owned by:** Wagyu 100 Mineola TX

- **Fullblood**
- **Color:** 100% Black
- **10 Units**
- **Stored at Trans Ova Centerville TX - shipping is the buyer’s responsibility**

TBR Yasukaneko 1074X is your opportunity to bring an SCD AA-10 Bull into your genetics. A son to Fukutsuru 068 the number one ranked bull in the US Sire summary. The Dam in this mating is the daughter of Sanjirou. Semen is an opportunity to incorporate original bloodlines into your program!
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